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-... of fiddles,
shears and
nachtliche schiessen!
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R. RAYMOND ALLEN has done extensive folklife
research for the Union County Oral Traditions Project,
the Tennessee State Parks Folklife Project, and the
Center for Southern Folklore, where he is presently
employed. He holds an undergraduate degree from
Bucknell University, and a M.A. degree in Folk
Studies from Western Kentucky University.
KARL J. R. ARNDT is a professor at Clark University, Worcester, MASS. Born in St. Paul, MINN, he
attended school in Hankow, China. A graduate of
Concordia Seminary, St. Louis, he earned his PhD with
Phi Beta Kappa honors at The Johns Hopkins University. Served with U.S. Army Mississippi River Survey
and Military Gov't, Germany. With May E. Olson,
he edited German Language Press of the Americas (3 v.).
Editor of Complete Works of Charles Sealsfield;
Editor of Documentary History of Rapp's Harmony
Society, 1700-1916, now in its fifth volume.
NEIL R . GROBMA is a Ph.D. in Folklore (1974)
from University of Pennsylvania. He has taught at
Universities of Oregon and Kentucky for the la t even
year. His specialties include ethnic folklife, folklore
and literature, and history of folkloristics. His articles
on those topics have appeared in many major American
and British folklore journals.
CANDACE HEATH, while a student at Grove City
College, wrote her treatise on play activities of the lone
child under the supervision of Dr : Hilda Adam Kring;
this manuscript carries her advisor's approval. Heath
represents obvious merit of a receptive, attentive and
original student. Note the results. We are plea ed
to publish her first appearance in PENNSYLVANIA
FOLKLlFE.

LEE C. HOPPLE is Professor of Geography, Director
of Institutional Planning and Assistant to the President
at Bloomsburg State College. He has earned a B.S.
from Kutztown State and the M.S. and Ph.D. from the
Pennsylvania State University, with further specialized
study at University of Washington. He is among the
handful of lead researchers in the relatively new field of
demographic geography. We welcome this newest of
his series on Spatial Origins.
JOHN D. KENDIG holds a degree from the Pennsylvania State University in forestry, but has more recently
been associated with printing as occupation. He
recalls five decades of Lancaster County history and
local customs, when the latter have changed almost as
drastically as the machinery of his printing occupation.
From his varied recollections of local events and
customs, and from an abiding interest in people come
his Country Dutch views of Winter Holiday Customs;
he combines them well with newer contacts.
WILLIAM J. RUPP, late pastor at Jordan and Souderton (among others) of churches of German Reformed
background in E & Rand U. C. C. denominations, was
a son of Lehigh County. He was active in the Pennsylvania German Society and the newer PGFS; in both his
special forte was the dialect, its usages and shades of
meaning. For a decade of readers of Town and
Country, Pennsburg, PA, he was Der Busch Knibbel,
dialect columnist and philosopher. He also offered
oc asional special church services in the dialect, preaching ermons uff Deitsch. He died in 1966.
TIMOTHY C. RUPP is a writer, researcher and copy
writer, on of William J. Rupp, who took his B.A. at
Ursinus College. He now lives in Allentown but works
from Bo ton to Baltimore. He has shared in writing
book copy and televi ion scripts. With his mother,
Tim ha tarted to organize the mass of rough notes and
partial research items left at the untimely death of
William J. Rupp. We are pleased to present a modest
first installment from that rich source in this issue.
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Fiddlers: Age and Youth join in
celebration of the values of the
country fiddler.

THE FIDDLE TRADITION
IN CENTRAL PENNSYLVANIA
byR. RAYMOND ALLEN
Nearly forty years ago Samuel Bayard pioneered the
study of American instrumental folk music with the
publication of Hill Country Tunes, a monumental work
which to date remains the seminal study of American
folk fiddling. In his preface, Bayard rebukes musicologists for their failure to recognize, collect, and interpret
data concerning "one of ~ur most vigorous and fertile
traditional arts." I Today the situation is only slightly
improved . While there has been a sharp increase in the
recognition and collection of American fiddle music
during the post-war era, there remains a surprising
dearth of published research offering useful descriptive
and comparative data on the topic. 2
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Most re earch during the past twenty-five years has
focused on southern Appalachian fiddling. Thi was
due in part to the area's rich tore of folk materials, as
well as to the efforts of individuals like Mike Seeger,
John Cohen, and Ralph Rinzler, those musician!
collectors whose work was centered in the southern
mountains. While the efforts of such researchers are
certainly laudable, they have created, unintentionally,
the misconception that fiddling is exclusively a southern
tradition. It is unfortunate that other regions of the
United States which possess rich fiddle and dance traditions have not yet been fully explored. Lip service ha
been paid to areas like New England, the upper Mid-

est, and certain parts of the est, while man} regjon ,
particularly the id - tlanli C tate , ha \ e go ne vIrtually
unnoticed .
Ironically, Bayard' hom e tate o f Penn yl ania ha
been ignored almost totall y by other re earcher .
ne
explanation of thi s is th e popular myth that the
religiou convictions of the
ommon ealth ' earl
erman ettlers prohibited dancing and merry-making,
thu negating the nece sity for fiddle mu ic.
hile
there is orne truth to this conviction, there is ample
hi torical evidence to uggest that a tenaciou fiddle and
dance tradition did in fact exist among Penn ylvania's
early ru ral ettlers, including many of German extraction.
Don Yoder cite several 19th century reference which
atte t to the popularity of fiddling among the German
population of Berks and chuylkill ountie. ) One of
the e, a firsthand account of a mid-nineteenth century
dance, is e pecia ll y poignant:
I was invited to go one evening on a sleighing-party. There were
an equal number of men and girls, and at a village we took in two
fiddlers. We drove several mile 10 a stone tavern or farmhou se
(for the tavern -keeper is generally a farmer) . The fiddlers sat
in the window-seats, formed by the thick SlOne walls; and the
dancers made a bu iness of it, and went to work at will. The
dances were called • traight eights ,' forward and back , and
mostly huffles . Although at a tavern, none got drunk .'

The most thorough treatment of fiddling among
Pennsylvania-German is found in a brief but informative article by Richard Raichelson. 5 Through meticulous
e amination of newspaper articles, travelers' accounts,
and other written documents, the author concludes
that the fiddle wa the mo t popular folk instrument
among Pennsylvania-Germans during the eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries. The instrument was employed
in a variety of social contexts, providing dance music
and Ii tening entertainment at frolic , sleighing parties,
tavern ,and barn dances .
amuel Bayard's own work atte ts to the wealth of
Penn ylvania fiddle music which has survived into the
twentieth century. Most of Bayard' material was
collected from Engli h and Scots-Irish ettlers in the
outhwe t portion of the state, which probably accounts
for his conclu ion that German influences on style and
repertoire were light and difficult to determine. He
report hearing German fiddlers in other areas of the
tate, but note that the music they played wa predominantly of A nglo-Scottish and Iri h origin.
T here remai n an urgent need fo r further documentation of P ennsylva nia fiddling, particularly at this time
when the la t practitioners of the older, regional styles
are till active. This present tudy examines the fi ddle
and dance tradition from the central portion of the
state, focusing on Union , Snyder, and Montour Counties .
Information was gathered primarily from oral informants whose recollections date back to the turn of
the century. Interpretations will be presented as an
analysis of the changes in social context, repertoire,

a nd t Ie \\ hi ch ha\ e taken pia e during th i entuf} .
pei al attenti o n \\ ill be paid to th e impo rt a n e o f
fiddling amo ng German re ident , and th e effect of
erman influence on repertoi re.
Ithou gh the re ul
o f thi inquiry ill be limited to a relali\ el
mall
hould pro e u eful for om area of the tate, the
pari on \ ith other regional tudie

•••••••
nion, n der, and Montour ountie are 10 ated in
the u quehanna Ri er alle of central Penn yl ania.
The area wa settled by
ngli h, cot -In h, and
German frontier people in the mid and later portion of
the eighteenth century, and has remained predominantly
agricultural 0 er the pa t two hundred year .
everal written histories make reference to the
popularity of fiddling in the area.
harle
nyder's
history of Union ounty refer to a White pring
fiddler named Charle H ummel, who played for dance
at ugar Camp in the 1870's.6 Snyder's work includes
a picture of the Mifflinburg tring Band which attests
to the regional popularity of the fiddle, banjo, guitar,
and mandolin by 1915. George Dunkelburger, author
of The Story oj Snyder County, note that fiddling and
old-fashioned square dancing were popular at leighing
partie held in home and in hotels. 7 He describe
home square dances a lively gatherings which were
common forms of recreation in many of the county's
early Pennsylvania-German communities.
The most striking evidence of the fiddle's widespread
currency in the region comes from oral testimonies of
fiddlers and family members of deceased musicians.
Lester Englehardt, a seventy-year-old fiddler of German
descent, recalls a number of older musicians who once
fiddled with his grandfather, George Englehardt. These
included men with German surnames like Sauers, Oberdorf, and Zimmerman, as well as Englishmen Mook
and Biddle. Jim Scholl, another fiddler of German
lineage from Selinsgrove, recollects hearing "Dutch"
fiddlers Renalto Gamberling, Ralph Kratzer, Isaac
Sprenkle, and Ben Herman during his childhood. Two
other fiddlers of German descent, Archie Miller of
Lewisburg, and Ray Acor of Pottsgrove, were also
located.
The two most active fiddlers in the region , Harry
D' Addario and Marty D ' Addario, were neither of
German nor English extraction , but rather were the o ffspring of Italian a nd Irish parents. Both , however ,
report learning most of their older material from Calvin
Walters, Earl Bingamen, and Clyde Kline , all of German lineage and native to the Middleburg-New Berlin
area.
This brief survey suggests that the fiddle enjoyed
widespread popularity among the region's German
settlers by the turn of the century, and undoubtedly
earlier . The prominence of Germanic fiddlers, rather
51

than tho e of English or Scots-Irish de cent, is probably
due to the high concentration of German settlers in the
three-county region, particularly in the outlying areas of
western Union and Snyder Cou nties where rural isolation nurtured fiddling and other traditional ways of life. 8

*******
The ignificant role which traditional fiddling played
in central Penn ylvania communitie becomes evident
upon examination of the ocial contexts in which the
instrument was employed. During the early decades
of thi century, before the advent of television, radio, or
record players, fiddling was an important mode of
home entertainment. It was not unusual for a small
group of family member and neighbor to gather in
omeone's home simply to listen to everal fidd lers play.
Home square dances were undoubtedly the most
common social setting for fiddling during this period.
Dances were held in the li ving rooms of large farm
houses, usually during the winter months of the year.
Most of the participants were neighboring farmers and
their families who arrived by horse, foot, or sleigh,
snow permlttmg. Family members of all ages would
attend. Snacks and soup were usually served and often
homemade beer, hard cider, and co rn whiskey were
consumed. Although the dances were characterized by
an atmosphere of festivity and celebration, rowdiness
and fighting were rare, for participants were all friends
and neighbors from the immediate area.
A dance area was prepared by removing rugs and
furniture from the main room of the house. Most of
the dancing was done in square formations which consisted of four couples each. The caller would lead the
dance by rhythmically chanting or singing the commands
as the dancers moved through their figures. "Eight
Hands Across, " "Birdie in the Cage," "Grapevine
Twist," "Dip for the Oyster, " and "Butterfly Swing"
were among the most popular figures. There was
evidently a close rapport between the caller and the
fiddler, as each dance figure required a specific tune.
Reels and breakdowns were most commonly played ,
and occasionally polkas or marches were used for certain dance figures. 9 Schottisches and waltzes were also
danced, but without the aid of a caller.
The musicians at home dances were neighborhood
players, for there were no organized bands travelling in
the area at this time. The fiddle was the primary
instrument, providing both melody and rhythm for the
dancers. Harry D' Addario and Archie Miller recall
attending home dances where two fiddles were the only
instruments, but most accounts mention the use of the
guitar, four-string banjo, and occasionally piano or
pump organ as backtime instruments which provided a
rhythmic accompaniment to the fiddle's melody. The
mouth organ (harmonica) was sometimes used alone or
in conjunction with the fiddJe as a second melody instru-
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The D'Addario family in front of the family barn in
Middleburg, 1925.
ment. The musicians were rarely paid, and often played
in exchange for a meal. In some instances a hat was
passed and the players might expect to earn a dollar or
two for their night' s work.
At some point during the mid-1920's, square dances
began to be held in public halls. According to
informants, this was due in part to the widespread use
of the automobile which increased mobility and the
willingness of people to travel long distances to seek
entertainment. By the mid-1930's, public dances had
become so popular that the older style home dances
were rare .
Grange halls, fire company halls, and privately
owned dance halls were common sites for large public
dances. During the period following prohibition, beer
gardens and taverns sometimes featured adjacent dance
halls . Unlike the small, quiet gatherings at home
dances, public hall dances drew large crowds, with up to
twenty squares (160 people) dancing at once. The
atmosphere was loud and boisterous. Many of the
dancers showed a proclivity toward drinking, and
occasionally fighting erupted. Fiddler and caller Jim
Scholl recalls that it was not uncommon for him to halt
the band in the middle of the dance to eject a rowdy
customer.
Public hall dances required a professional band that
was confident enough to perform in front of large,
demanding audiences. Music was thus provided by
groups consisting of four or five musicians who played
regularly together and whose repertoires included both
square-dance pieces and songs . Jack's Mountaineers
(New Berlin) and the Silver Run Rangers (Selinsgrove)
were two such groups that entertained at events during
the 1930's. These groups featured the fiddle as the

Mifflinburg SIring Band c. 1915

Square Dance al
lead melodic instrument, while the guitar, four -string
banjo, and accordion played back time.
Admission was charged at these dances, and bands
might expect to make up to twenty dollars for an
evening's work.
Live radio broadcasts had become popular in the area
by the mid-1930's. Harry D'Addario recalls that Jack's
Mountaineer performed regularly on Lewi burg and
Sunbury radio stations, playing traditional fiddle pieces
and popular old-time songs . Such radio broadcasts
a well a public dance hall performances reflected an
important change in the ocial function of traditional
fiddling. By the mid- 1930's, fiddling wa no longer
imply a form of home amusement. It had moved into
the domain of public entertainment and performance.
Fiddling and quare dancing remained popular in the
three-county area following the close of World War II.
During the 1950' ,group like the Throstle's Orchestra
(Mifflinburg) and the New Berlin Fire Company Band
incorporated saxophone, piano, and drums into their
ensembles which also included fiddle, guitar, and banjo.
These groups entertained at public dances and community events, performing square dance pieces as well as
fox-trots, waltzes, and polkas .
In spite of competition from television and movies,
community square dances are still held in the region
today. The Tumbleweed Troubadors (Milton), the
Wagonaires (New Berlin), and the Rhythmaires (Mifflinburg) provide square-dance and round-dance music at
public halls, summer picnics, and festivals. These
groups feature a modern, electric sound, using an
amplified fiddle, electric guitar, organ, accordion, bass,
and sometimes drums. While the fiddle maintains a
prominent role, it usually shares the melody with other

ew Berlin Fire Hall in 1950

in truments. A variety of material including quaredance tune, fox-trot, waltzes, polkas, country we tern
songs, bluegrass breakdowns, and boogie-woogie tune
are played.

•••••••
Examination of repertoires reflects the variety of
sources from which fiddlers in the three-county area
drew their material. Lester Englehardt recalls that
fiddlers of his grandfather's generation, those active in
the later part of the nineteenth century, played many old
jigs, reels, and hornpipes. Although the e pieces
underwent distinct stylistic change as they became
Americanized, their origin can be traced back hundred
of years to Anglo-Scottish and Irish sources. Most of
the e older dance tune were gradually dropped from
the repertoire of younger fiddlers, but a handful were
passed on and are still played today. Examples of
these include "Fisher's Hornpipe," "Rickett's Hornpipe," "Soldier's Joy," "Bummer's Reel, " "Miss
McLeod's Reel," and "Oh Mother It Hurts Me So."
Fiddlers active at the turn of the century also drew on
Germanic-derived material. Popular nineteenth century
continental-European dances including schottisches,
polkas, and waltzes enjoyed strong currency in the
region. While most of these pieces originated from
sheet music, by the close of the last century they had
entered into aural tradition and were being transmitted
without the aid of written sources. Similar to the
British Isles dance pieces, most of the older continental
tunes suffered a lapse in popularity, and only a few have
survived in the repertoires of living fiddlers. These
include the "Rochester Schottische," "German Schott-
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Jim Scholl fiddlin g demonstration on his back
porch.

Marty D 'Addario p laying " Gh Mother. "

ische, " and the "Jenny Lind Polka. "
Marching brass bands , a German tradition popular
in many Pennsylvania-German comm unities by the late
nineteenth century, proved to be another importa nt
source for fiddlers. Marching pieces like the " Repassed
Band March " and "Under the Double Eagle" are
sti ll played today, and once were u ed as dance mu ic
for the "Country March" formation. The paramount
influence of marches is borne out by the Mifflinburg
String Band , a fiddle band that u ed a drum when
marching in parades during the period just prior to
World War I.
Active fiddlers like Englehardt, Scholl , and the
0' Addario brothers occasionally fiddle the o lder British
Isles and continental dance pieces, but the bulk of their
repertoires consist of dance tunes indigenous to America.
These pieces, commonly known as breakdown , are
played in a rapid 4/ 4 tempo and function primarily a
square dance mu sic. Some of the tunes till played in
the area are "Flop Eared Mule, " " Marching Through
Georgia," "Arkansas Traveler, " " Darling Nellie Grey,"
"Golden Slippers," "Old Kingdom, " " Redwi ng,"
"Turkey in the Straw," and "Ragtime Annie." While
most of these compositions can be traced back to nineteenth century American origins, they bear strong
melodic and rhythmic resemblances to the older British
Isles tunes. These American breakdowns were evidently
quite popular by the late teens and early 1920's, when
the abovementioned fiddlers learned them from older
musicians.
By the mid-1920's, the radio and record industry
were offering fiddlers exciting new sources for material.
At first, musicians used these mediums to broaden their
repertoires of traditional American breakdowns and
hillbilly songs. Later, as rural listening audiences demanded more variety, fiddle bands responded by learn54

ing fox-trots, waltzes, polkas, and songs which were
popular during the 1930's and 1940's. Occasionally,
written so urces were used , but the bulk of this material
was gleaned from radio and records. In the period
fo llowing the seco nd world 't"a r, bluegrass and countrywestern fiddling ga ined popularity among younger
musicians, and today fi ddlers like David Bell (Lewisburg) and Marvin Kratzer (New Berlin) boast repertoires which consist primarily of bluegrass material
learned from radio, records, and tapes. 10

*******
Generalizations concerning changes in playing style
are difficult to make , for no recordings of traditional
fiddling were mad e in the area prior to 1970. Analysis
of the playi ng styles of the D' Addario brother, Scholl,
and Englehardt, all fiddler who learned to play in the
1920's a nd 1930' , when older, regional styles predominated , do yield several not eworthy patterns.
Fiddles are kept in standard tuning (EADG), and nearly
all dance tunes are played in the keys of D and G.
ingle string noting rather than droning (double stops)
prevai ls. Melody lines tend to be clean and simple,
with few ornamentations such a slides or triplets .
Short, rapid bow strokes are preferred, and often a
separate bow is used for each note in the melody line.
Rhythmically, the bowing is straightforward and unsyncopated, lacking the shuffle stroke which i often
found in Southern fiddling . There is, however , a
distinct hop or bounce to the bowing, which produces
a polka-like lilt to the music even when a rapid breakdown is being played. This suggests that certain
rhythmic elements may have been borrowed from polka
and march music which once enjoyed popularity in the
region.

Ilarry D 'A ddario and Pele
Miller ClI Middleburg Senior
ilizen elller.

previously mentioned, a number of younger
fiddler in the area have adopted modern bluegra
and country-we tern playing tyle \ hich ha e gained
nation-wide popularity during the pa t thirty years.
While the e tyle have incorporated complex rhythmic
and melodi c ornamentations, they tend to ma k the
tyli tic element which are characteristic of the older,
regional ways of playing. A more analytical tudy of
th e mu sic might how that some of these older tylistic
elements have been reta ined in the modern style
practiced by younger fiddler, but such an analysi goes
beyond the scope of this prese nt study.

The out tanding er atilit of the in trument undoubtedl accounts for it lenaciou popularity, and today it remain one of the mo t important folk in lrument in central Penn I ania.

Thi re earch was upported in pan from a grant from the Pennsylama Ethni
tudie Center located in Pillsburgh, Pennsyl ania.
Special thanks lO Jeannelle Lasansky and the Oral Traditions Project
for their uppon . Tapes and transcripts of all interviews are available
at the Oral Traditions ProJect 's archive, located in the Union ounty
Courthouse in Le\ i burg, Pennsylvania .
E DOTES

*******
This bri ef inquiry indicates that the fidd le has indeed
retai ned a trong popularity among central Pennsylvarua
re idents well into the second half of this century.
There remains no doubt that the P enn sy lva ni a-German
settl ers of the region did , and sti ll do today, enjoy
fiddling and country dancing. While most of the music
performed was of British Isles and American-British
origin, fiddlers did incorporate continental schottisches,
polkas, waltzes, and marches into their repertoires in
response to local demand for German -sounding music.
Fiddlers active in the early decades of this century thus
played a variety of British Isles reels and jigs, American
breakdowns, and Germanic polkas, waltzes, and
schottische .
The fiddle's ability to adapt to changing performance
contexts, repertoire demands, and playing styles has
allowed it to maintain a prominent role in central
Pennsylvania's folk music. Once relegated to the domain of home entertainment, the instrument successfully
moved into the realm of public performance through
the advent of dance halls and radio. The fiddle was
able to adapt to the American dance pieces which
gradually replaced old-world material, and to the modern
bluegrass and country-western styles of recent years.

'Samuel Bayard, Hill Counlry Tunes (Philadelphia: American
Folklore Society, 1944) p. vii.
'O ne model study of comparative folk fiddle styles is Linda
Burman-Hall," outhern American Fiddle Styles," £Ihnomusieology
19 (1975): 47-65 . Three unpublished folklore dissertations offer
useful background information on fiddling: Ri cha rd Blaustein,
"Traditional Music and ocial Change: The Old Time Fiddlers
Association Movement in the United States" (Ph. D. dissertation,
Ind iana University, 1975); BUrl Feintuch, " Pop Ziegler, Fiddler : A
Study of Folkloric Pe rformance" (Ph. D. dissertation, University of
Pennsylvania, 1975); Earl Spielman, "Traditional orth American
Fiddling" (ph. D. dissertation, University of Wisconsin, Madison, 1975).
' Don Yoder , " Pennsylvania Dutch Folk Dancing," Pennsylvania
DUlehman 2:5: 1 (Jul y, 1950).
' Phebe Earl Gibbons, Pennsylvania Dureh and Glher Essays
(Philadelphia, 1874).
' Ri chard Raichelson, " The Social Context of Musical Instruments
within the Pennsylvania German C ulture," Pennsylvania Folklije
XXV : 1 (Fal~, 1974): 35-44 .
'Charles Snyder, Union Counly Pennsy lvania, a Bieenlennial
History (Lewisburg, Pennsylvania: The Colonial Printing House, 1976).
' George Dunkelburger, The Siory of Snyder Counly (Valley View,
Pennsylvania : Press of the Valley, 1948).
'According to count y hislOrian Charles Snyder, the outlying areas
of the Susquehanna Ri ver Valley were settled predominantly by
Germans who arrived after the English and Scots-Irish had claimed
the lands adjacent lo the ri ver. Personal commu.nication, June, 1981.
' Harry D' Addario recollects that the tune" Jenny Lind Polka" was
played when the " Three by Six and Waltz Around" dance figure was
called . The tune "Repassed Band March" accompanied the
"Country March Formation" dance figure.
,oFor further information on the area's bluegrass fiddlers see
Matthew Guntharp , Learning Ihe Fiddlers Ways (University Park:
The Pennsylvania State University Press, 1980): 112-133 .
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A POLISH WYCINANKI ARTIST
FROM PHILADELPHIA
by NEIL R. GROBMAN

While doing field work in the Delaware Valley with
segments of the Polish Catholic community on forms of
ethruc and religious folk art, I came across several
artists who practiced the ancient folk art of wycinanki
(paper cutting). Although few people in the Wilmington, Delaware Polish community (where most of my
field work was conducted) actually continued the paper
cutting tradition themselves in this country, most of
those who were knowledgeable about it were primarily
collectors of Polish art during their trips to Poland.
The art of paper cutting in general had its earliest
origins in China as forms for elaborate embroidery and
later to decorate the interior and exterior of home ,
weddings and spring festivals. The most ancient
cuttings were made from pattern which would be used
as stencils to reproduce many copies. Theme, symbol ,
and motifs were drawn from Chinese fairy tale and
ancient myths as well as classical theatre. A combination of scissors-cutting and knife-cutting would be u ed,
sometimes adding gouges and punch~ for mall details. I
There is also a Japanese tradition of crest or emblem
cutting called Monkiri , in which de igns are cut from
squares of paper folded up to six times. In it more
modern form it is called kirigami. The Japane e
cutters were inspired by nature's ymbol . 2
The Swiss-German tradition of paper cutting derived
from the Middle Ages among cloistered oCleties
(monks) which produced images of sai nts and religiou
scenes for special holidays. These cuttings were
separate from but related to the tradition of medieval
manuscript illumination which is known among the
Pennsylvania Germans as Fraktur art. By the seventeenth century, village peasants were producing cutting,
and in the eighteenth century, Catholic Germany and
Austria put both religious and non-religious cuttings in
family bibles for safekeeping. They were produced to
signify many important rites of passage in life such as
births, marriages, and deaths or special occasions such
as Valentine's day. In Switzerland, the art form
flourished in the late l800s and early 1900s to the point
where certain Swiss cutters became known throughout
Europe. 3 There are several forms of this type of art
today: Schablonenschnitle, (pattern cutting), featuring
the use of stencils and sharp blade cuts as in the Chinese
method ; Schablonenmalerei (pattern painting), which
adds the dimension of brushed on colors as in the
Japanese technique; papierschnille (paper cutting),
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Valentine 's Day Theme.
featuring the use of sharp knife or blade cuts in
folded paper; a nd scherenschnille (scissors cutting), the
type clo e t to the Poli h tradition of wycinanki.
The Poli h tradition of paper cutti ng seems to have
flowered in the nineteenth century among the Polish
pea a nts who produced them to decorate the interiors of
their homes and farmhou e. Even before the art of
wycinanki, it had been the cu tom in Poland to whitewa h the wall of their home before Ea ter. Later,
they began decorating both the in ide and out ide wall
with painted de ign in bright color. ' Paper was
4

Decorating wall of hOll1e in Po/and with w)'cinanki.

sa ved and recycled; e en the scraps \\ ere sa \ ed and reu~ed.
en though paper is more plentiful and Ie
e pensi e today, this traditIOn of e onomy till per i t
among Polish- men ca n artl ts.
he earliest tool used v"a~ a sheep shear, one that
J...llied craftsmen cou ld
almost all farm families had.
make surprisingly delicate de Igns holding the hear
close to the cutting ends.
he earlte. t cutting \\ a done
by women partly becau e the)- had m re time traditionally and partl y a a way to entertain ch ildren during the
long winter month.'
hu, the tradition \\a ~ pa ed
on from one generation to the next.
an)- Identi fiable
regional style till per i 1 throughout Poland.

Paper heartng roo ler jrom Polalld.

Sheep hears lIsed by Wrs. Batory
a po l- hri lian phenomena, orne theme ~ ere
religiou , but man y mo tif were drawn from familiar
ubject matter : plant (flower and tree), animal
(bird , hor e , stag), tar , peopl e, and illage cene .
ew theme and idea continued to develop a the art
work became more detailed, intri cate, and adaptable to
new and different e ent. Thi i
till lrue today.
There i much e idence that th e tyle of wycinanki
changed with the ea on and that pecial one were
de igned for hri tmas and Ea ter a well a Ie er holiday. Today, in Poland , de pite it pea ant origin
the Poli h paper cutting art al 0 f10uri she in urban
center, produced by talented speciali ts mainly for
decorating the interiors of re idential and in titutional
building. 7
There are a great number of traditional and repetitive
motif and de ign , all cut out of paper u ing a variety
of different folding techniques, rhythmically composed .
The pecially folded paper (not too thin or too thick) i
till cut with the heep shear, rather than the more
delicate cutting tools from Chine e and Swiss-German
tradition, to produce complete pattern in predictable
geometric and ymmetric form. Among the olde t
ymbols are the pruce tree, ymmetrical to it perpendicular axis, and the roo ter, a common ymbol of the
Ea ter season. In fact, birds of all kind , hen , pigeon ,
phea ants, peacock , dove ,flower in general tend to
predominate, often presented together. Although the
present connection is often Easter, the root for uch
symbols may go back to the Chinese pring festival of
more ancient times.
The Lowicz region of Poland (southwest 0; Warsaw)

i famou for it multi co lored papercut in \ hi h eparately cut mailer piece and
rap in a ariet of
pa tel color are pa ted atop a ba ic \ ycinanki de ign in
patterned layer or et again t a dark lacy background.
Bird and flower de ign are popular and , in orne ca e ,
bird are produced in three-dimen ional form through
the u e of multi-colored paper ha ing .
ingle unit desig n or motif made for spring i
ca lled leluja Uoy) which i u ually cut from paper from
a si ngle quare or rectangular fold. They often feature
bird , tree, flower , and doll of all kind , ome framed
in orne variation of the popular "tree of life" motif,
known throughout eastern European folk art. The
leluja i popular in the Kurpie region (north-west of
War aw), recognizable becau e the design are cut out
of glo y paper of a single color, usually folded lengthwise.

How tojold the leluja.
Geometrie figures such as circles, polygons, stars, and
snowflakes are all commonly called gwiazdy (stars).
Here the geometric shapes themselves are the central
focus, all cut from multi-folded paper. The Kurpie
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Red /e/uja doll, collection oj M~ . Balory.

Geometric Lowicz-sty/e gwiazda.

style gwiazdy are single-colored and the Lowicz style
ones are multi-colored. 8 The Bicentennial inspired a
new crop of Lowicz style original . One very traditional type of ceiling decoration is the three-dimensional
spider-like pajak, a Christmas ceiling decoration made
out of paper, flowers, straw, beads, or a co mbination of
these materials.
Mrs. Stephanie Batory of Philadelphia is quite an
accomplished first generation Polish-American wycinanki
artist who has learned the art form over the years by

picking up information from others, but primarily by
practice, repetition, and experimentation. She is selftaught and has become well-known as a promoter and
demonstrator of the craft, often appearing in newspaper
and magazine interviews . Since starting seriously on
wycinanki in 1958, she has occasionally offered an
evening art co urse in Mt. Holly, New Jersey and in
Philadelphia, Pa . Always involved in Polish cultural
activities, Mrs. Batory has served as an interpreter for
the Berlitz School in Polish and other languages.

Geometric Kurpie-sly/e gwiazda oj Mrs. Balory.

3-dimensiona/ hat/gin}!, paper slars.

Mrs. Balory holding Kurpie-slyle gwiazdy.

Mrs. BalOry 01 work wilh hear..

Mrs. Batory creates many different types of gwiazdy.
orne look like snowflakes and others more like stars,
varying greatly in the number of points due to the type
of fo lding technique used. Some are done in one color
(Ku rpie style) and others are done in multiple colors
(Lowicz style). Also among her repertoire are Kurpie
style leluja design. She will u e whatever paper is
availab le to her, whether that be Quaker sugar bags,
newspaper, old envelopes, or John Wanamaker shopping
bags. A nd, of course, a ll scraps from cutting are

saved . She make the " tree of life" motif, a special
type for children at Eastertime which she calls wycinanki
spiewanki, and al 0 butterflies which are her own
creation.
When she has entered competitions in wycinanki
art, Mrs . Batory wa Ii ted a an amateur, however,
even though she does occasionally sell some of her work
at folk fair and festi als, it is primarily done on a noncommercial basis . Since he works at it part-time and
at her own leisure, she herself claims no more than an

Kurpie-style leluje paper bag scenes.

Paper bag slar, Kurpie-style, and rooster.
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Two wycinanki piewanki/or children at Easterlime.
amateur status. In terms of technique, Mr . Batory
believes that the folding of the paper i of utmo t
importance and claims that repetition is the be t teacher.
She uses any kind of paper that is approximately the
weight of newspaper , but never irons her work after
unfolding it because this is not traditional. Besi des,
for preservation purposes, ironing tends to fade and
shrink some of the fancier papers used becau e of the
moisture from the iron. Also, ironing makes it difficult
to paste the work on a background later on. She even

Two butte/flies/rom Mrs. Balory.
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prefers to use the traditional sheep shears rather than amore delicate scissors. Some gwiazdy designs are
folded up to sixty-four times because uniformity is very
important. Intricately cut, busy designs are often considered the best, and yet, Mrs. Batory prefers, aesthetically, to leave the centers of her gwiazdy designs alone.
Another kind of wycinanki are the gwiazdy medallions,
perhaps a sub-genre, popular in the Lowicz province, in
which a square, circular, or medaUion-shaped paper cut
contains within its borders another design-usually a

Kilczewski gwiazda medallion/lower.

" tlee II' \/../ IUllg .fIuntl de::./gll .

Roo ler medallioll, Lowicz- ,yle, (~l \/1 .
Lar ell.

Two Lowicz- ly le
roo ler
of Mr.
Lar en.

Larsen pieces: /e/uja, borders, kodra.

mi lure of floral and bird m lif .~
pc fI uri he
in Poland and i popular among Poli
a \ ell.
ree, f1m er , and bell ca n be mad e a
ulling al ng a
ingle mOlif for th e larger de ign b
ingle fold (Ieluja I Ie) . Ho e er, ingle bird of all
kind ca n al 0 be made Lowicz lyle ilhoul u ing a
folding technique at all. They are either s kel hed oul
fir I, Ihen cut, and later embelli hed wilh variou ul
crap and pattern in different color, or co n lru cted
co mpletely from crap and little piece. From a
distance, the e Lowicz style wycinanki look hand painted. Wherea wycinanki of thi s kind does not
f10uri h in all area of Poland, it thrive in the Kurpie
and Lowicz region where competition and exhibitions
have been encouraged by the government. 10
Less well known are the designs of the Opoczno area
( outhwest of Warsaw) which concentrate on tree;
tho e of Lublin (outheast of the capital city), resembling the embroidery of their women' s blou es, so
the design is called a "pa ek" or belt design; the
Sanniki region , which co ncentrates on a large peacoc k
with its tail and wings made of sevea l colors and the
"klapok Sannicki," which resembles the women' s head piece of the Poznan region (a round cap with two kind s
of wide tie bands). The Sannicki region is also known
for its wedding scenes (consisting of five women, three
men, and two mu sicians dressed in regional costumes). II
Another type of wycinanki is called kodry, long
horizontal thematic papercuts which depict such things
as balanced floral designs or combinations of bird and
floral motifs . Other ones depict folk scenes of early
village peasant life: village weddings, work being done
inside and outside the home by peasant folk dressed in
regional folk costume. The traditional work scenes
include tasks such as churning butter, threshing the
wheat, and bringing the water from the well. Although
rarer in America because of the amount of time
needed to complete them, many of the American kodry
include more contemporary work scenes such as people
mowing lawns. These modern scenes have also found
their way into kodry now produced in Poland. Kodry
are usually done in multi-colors, requiring lots of time
and concentration, especially for those featuring
peasants in brightly decorated regional peasant costumes. 12
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Larsen pieces: Lowicz-style kodra.

Borders for bookmarks, made by Mrs. Batory

Two eggshell pitchers, wycinanki designs

Peacock bird in frame, done in Poland.

(i:?

A final type of Polish papercut is the ribands,
vertical strips that look like streamers or paper ribbons
which open cissorwise at the bottom . They are ornamental in character and belong to the very earliest of the
Lowicz papercut . Oftentimes they are joined at the
top with an ornamental gwiazdy medallion and are
fini hed off at the bottom with a fringe. These are
called klapoki in the Sannicki region and either wstega
or ta iemka in the Lowicz district. Mostly, these
ribands function as design on ribbons used for bridal
wreaths, or they can al 0 be used to decorate clothing and
headpiece . '3 When colorful Polish folk costumes
were more fashionable, the e ribands were quite common
as decorative embellishment . However, among
modern Poli h-American folk arti t , their function ha
gone through adaptation and change. Mrs. Batory
makes ingle- trips which she calls "border" in either
single-color Kurpie tyle or multicolor Lowicz tyle.
Rather than using them for decorating folk co tume,
he u es them as border for larger kodry, or more likely,
to decorate letters and po tcard she sends to other or
bookmarks which he create to ell at folk fe tival or
fair. Border and Lowicz tyle birds or flower are
al 0 used to decorate blown egg which are made into
miniature egg pitcher. In Europe, the e decorative
egg pitcher are commonly used a Christma tree ornaments. At Ea ter time in America, they are intere ting
conversation piece which rival the beauty of the pysanky.
As a creative folk art form, wycinanki can be displayed
and exhibited in many different etting. Tho e who
collect them today, generally hang them in picture
frames on their wall. Mrs. Batory had a few framed
in her own home, but admitted that thi put the
emphasis on the frame rather than the work it 'elf.

Kurple-st Ie g wta:.da
11/ elltng light.

nowflake g wia zdy
of Mr . Batory.
Kilczew ki rooster, gwiazda
medallion.

Mr . Helen Kilczew ki, a collector, had one placed in a
glarell! gla s frame which did, indeed, improve the iual effectivene of the work, but till had a partially
di tracting frame. Mr. Batory ugge ted many creati e
new way to di play Poli h papercut in the contemporary world: in ide a ceiling light fixture (e pecially
effecti e for gwiazdy); hellacked on placemat and
tray ; under the gla in gla top de k ; a decoupage
with many coat of arni h to make them look like they
were hand painted; or a decoration on tationery,
po tcard , holiday greeting card, or bookmark (e pecially border). Of cour e, if any of the e display
arrangement become popular within the Poli h community, they would qualify more a revitalization of the
original tradition than a typical traditional way of
exhibiting wycinanki from the Polish cultural pa t.
In my profe ional opinion a a folklori t, if I were to
ad vi e a mu eum on the be t and mo t effecti e way to
pre ent an exhibit, display, or demon tration of Polish
wycinanki, I would tre the traditional natural conte t according to the origin and hi tory of thi folk art
form in Poland.
orne could be hown being pre er ed
in book where they are being pre ed; other would be
pa ted or varni hed on fre hly whitewashed wall a in
the pea ant day; orne would decorate window during
the Chri tma ea on (e pecially the nowflake gwiazdy
design); orne would be hung in mobile like the threedimen ional pajak; other would be attached to furniture
a appliques u ing coat of varnish; and orne might be
pa ted on blown egg to erve a Chri tmas tree ornaments or as table ornament for the Easter season.
The important thing is that thi i a easonal art form 0
the designs would change with the appropriate seasons
of the year and the various religious holidays. In

Poland, they ere changed regularly for thi rea on and
al 0 becau e a a paper art form many de ign might
fade or ~ ither with age .
Rather than u ing glas ca e with labeled item, I
would ugge t etting up "ethnic period room"
according to the changes in the religious calendar.
Rural and urban modern Poli h and Polish-American
rooms ould how Poli h tyle wycinanki displayed in
way which are mo t natural to the particular religious
event , time period, ea ons, and the personal preference of the inhabitants of regions being featured. A
live demon tration by a local wycinanki folk artist in
appropriate Poli h folk costume could be arranged so
that the craft i een in-proce .

' Ramona Jablon ki, The Paper CUI-OUI Design Book (Owings Mills,
aryland;
temmer House, 1976), pp .3-8 and Claudia Hopf,
eherellsehllille: The Folk Arl of eissors CUlling (Lancaster, Pennsyl vania : John Baer's on, 1971), pp. 1-2.
' Jablon ki, pp. 9-11.
' Hopf, pp. 2-5 and laudia Hopf, .. ~ herenschnille: The Delicate
Art of ci ors ulling, Then and
ow," Spinning Wheel, 27 :6
(1971), pp. 1 -91.
'Chri tian Rubi, Papie~ chni//, Seherenschni//, Schablonensehnill:
£in Allleitungsbuch ( witzerland: Buchler-Verlag, 1970) and Scherensehni//e Aus hunderl lahren (Switzerland: Verlag Hans Huber, 1959).
' Jablon ki, pp. 19-20 and Anna Zajac Gacek, Wycinanki: Polish
Folk Paper-Culs ( ew Bedford, MassachusellS: Sarrnalia Publications, 1972), p. 1.
• Jablon ki, p. 20.
' Gacek, p. 1.
'Gacek, p. 2.
' Gacek, p. 29.
1 0 Ga ek, pp. 2, 24.
" Mrs. Vincent Chrypinski el al. Polish CUI-OutS: "Wycinanki"
(Detroit: Friends of Polish Art, 1972), p . 1.
"Gacek, p. 36.
"Gacek, p. 34.
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WINTER HOLIDAYS
IN THE
DUTCH COUNTRY
by JOHN D. KENDIG

SOME EARLY CHRISTMASES
IN MANHEIM
Many years ago in the little P en nsylvania Dutch town
of Manheim, Lancaster County, C hri stmas and New
Year were celebrated in variou way . Often very
simply but with a certain home pun charm. Often littl e
public notice wa given to Christma. The ear ly town
newspaper carried little local news, 0 that in the
December 26, 1848 issue of the Manheim Weekly
Planet and Rapho Banner, we find only the e light
items: "The intervention of the C hri tmas H o llid ay,
in which all hands desi red to parti cipate, will, we hope,
be a ufficient apology for the latene in getti ng out our
paper this week. We have been favored by the Co mmittee of the Female Teacher of our Sunday choo l
with a Christma Gift , in the sha pe of a li ce of Pound
Cake of the very be t kind; and in return, therefor, we
tender our hearty thanks, wi hing them pro peri ty in
their untiring devotedne of advancing the mind s of
their pupils."
A few year later the paper had beco me the Manh eim
Sentinel and Lancaster County Advertiser and in th e
iss ue of December 25, 1863 we note that " .. . there
will be service this day (Chri tma ) in the Luth eran
Church, in this place, in the afternoon in the German,
and in the evening in the English lan guage."
A year later, in the iss ue of December 23 we read that
Our Mosey, a beloved loca l co lumni t "says that a
Christmas is at hand, he presumes that it will be spent in
various ways, both by young and old. Some will pa s
the time in reveling, some, from taking a super-abundance of turkey on board, will be troubled with dyspepsia;
while others who can get nothing to eat- among whom
are printers-will come off best in the end. What a
blessing it is that all are not rich."

Christmas putz, circa 1900, probably at
Lititz.
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Chri Imas tree with dolls and games, at Manheim about
1900. The tree is a red cedar orjuniper.
The Ch ri stma sto ry gradua ll y develop as we read in
the December 29, 1865 issue: " The C hri stmas holiday
was ob erved in thi s place in a very quiet manner, and
the town wore the aspect of a Sunday. The ew Year's
holiday i now at hand and we wish our patrons a
Ha ppy New Year, in every sen e of the term. We had
another fall of snow on Sunday, which brought out the
leighs on C hri stmas Day ."
" Wa tch Meeti ng ervice , appropriate to the close of
the year and the coming in of the new ill be held in the
hurch of the Un ited Brethren in Christ on ew Year 's
ve."
More publi c notice on Ch ri tma day was found in
1866 a the Bank in the Borough was clo ed on C hri trna day and on ew Year's day. The Post Office was
open on Chri tma day between the hour of 6 and 7
a.m. and 6 and 7 p.m.
The superintendent and teachers of the Infant Department of the Manheim Union Sunday School put up
a Chri tma tree and decorated their room in a beautiful
manner on Chri tmas day.
Chri tmas in 1906 was largely a religiou fe tival with
many special activities in the various churche , with
their greenery decoration and Christmas trees. A
general holiday wa observed with the busines places
closed. Only the Post Office wa open a few hour
during the day.

Old time red cedar
tree in the corner of
the Fasig !louse,
1977,
Manheim,
with
children's
things.

"The hri tma ea on of J 911. William Ho ler and
hi family \\ill never orgel. ~1r. H. had been in ill
health for ometime pa t and hi larder had been
running 10\\.
n 10nday e\ening, thi \\a repleni hed and filled \\ ith a wagon load of good thing gro erie, pro\ i ion, a h and a ton of coal."
hi
had been ac ompli hed through kindly folk of the ommunit led b Ira Bro e .
u ual early dawn er i e will be held at 6
hri tma morning in the German Reformed
hur h. The er ice con i t of familiar rna arc I
and re pon i e reading in \ hi h all take parl. P astor
. O. Bartholo me \ ill deli er a hon addre
Th
Xma er ice in hich the ch urch and unda
hool
un ite ~ ill be held in the e ening at 6 o'clock."
" At the United E angeli cal Church, the chur h v ill
be deco rated with laurel and ho ll y."

hild' small tree of red
cedar, with yard stocked
with antique animals.

The old German custom of Bellsnickel s a ppearing on
the streets, on Christmas Eve was observed with numerou s masqueraders- not as many as so me years- but all
appearing in gorgeous cos tumes arid SUt[S and masks,
some grotesque and some quite funny . The Bellsni ckels appeared again on New Year' s Eve and man y
rural people came to town to see the turnout and join in
the fun.
One interpretation of the word Bellsni ckel was that
Bells stood for the bells on the costumes they wore and
that snickel stood for · Santa Claus. One of their
assumed roles was to reward the good children and to
punish the bad ones. As noted, some were quite
beauti fully dressed while others were almost frig htful.
They sometimes became qui te rough and so me imbibed
too freely in holiday cheer. They seemed to be less
prevalent as Prohibition came in. The nam e has been
spelled in many ways: Belsnickle, Bell snickel, peltzNickel, Bell Schnickel, for example.
Christmas in 1911 was a big one in Manheim. Toys,
candies and Bellsnickel faces were on sale at local stores
before Christmas, the store of Ira A. Brosey advertising
"One Thousand Bellsnickel faces to select from."
Items from the December 22,191 I Sentinel tell us:
"There will be a matinee at the Victor Theatre on
Christmas Day beginning at 2: 15 o'clock. A fine program of pictures will be shown."
"Christmas day, Rev. G. A. Knerr, Pastor of the
United Evangelical Church will preach sermons appropriate to the Christmas season, in the morning and in
the evening."

Spire of German R eformed Church (now
U. C. C.)
Manheim,
1981.

I remember my mother telling of one Ch ristmas
morning, when she had been early at work, hanging
out the wash, before daylight. While she was out in
the yard, she cha nced to look up and saw the lights
come on in the Reformed Church for the early morning
service . She heard the ringing of the church bell,
followed by voices of the choir members (one of them
m y father) in an early pre-service rehearsal. It was a
beautiful experience she was never to forget.

Section of a Christmas-tree yard in the early 1900's.
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Open, rangy Balsam
Fir tree-Manheim
Christmas tree with
gifts and banner,
1952.

And the following picture of a typical Christmas in
Manheim at that time, I will never forget either.
Stockings were hung in hundreds of homes on Christmas Eve by happy children who were tucked into bed to
dream of the coming of Kriss Kringle and his toy-filled
sleigh. Fond parents unearthed mysterious parcels
from obscure corners and stole softly up and down
stairs, as they essayed the role of Santa Claus and
arranged presents about gayly bedecked Christmas
trees. Clusters of holly and wreaths were suspended
and a peep into the larder, to make sure the goodies
were all provided for, was not forgotten. Then, after
a long sleeping wait, came the careful, cautious trip
downstairs, in the shadowy dawn for the first precious
glimpse of the Christmas tree and the tired but happy
faces of mother and father, overseeing all. Santa
Claus had come! Christmas Day was here!

**********

Outdoor Scotch Pine
Christmas tree at a
store entrance, about
1970.
GG .

Miniature creche in center of a large wreath on front
door of house, 1976.

MEALTIME PRAYERS
In the heart of the Lancaster County countryside, out
from Lancaster Junction and Salunga, I stopped to see
the Elam Longeneckers, very good friends of mine in
the Mennonite faith.
It was late in the afternoon and I found them in the
kitchen, eating their supper. I said I would come back
another time but they would not hear of that. I was
welcome an ytime and was to come in and talk with them
while they finished their meal.
I sat back and watched this fine couple here, so
happy in their home and farm on the good Lancaster
County soil. We talked about crops and the trees and
other things we were both interested in and it was a fine,
homey experience.
Suddenly the conversation stopped and everything
became very quiet as I saw them bow their heads in
silent, reverent prayer. This lasted for a few minutes,
in which time I also lowered my head and joined in the
prayer. While they were thanking God for the blessed
privilege of having their "daily bread," I asked God to
keep watch over them, to prosper their ways and to keep
strong their true Christian beliefs.
This was an experience I was never to forget. Here
were these dear people, praying twice at each meal;
before the meal to ask God to bless the food and, again,
after eating, to thank Him for providing the food.
[hey can't help but feel close to God, while some of the
rest of us, so often, pray only once at mealtime and
sometimes not at all.

**********

That reminds me of a child's prayer in similar vein
that J saw a bit ago in the hands of the editor, Will iam
. Parso ns, and which he agreed to share \\ ith the
readers because it is lik ewise simple and good.
he
hand written paper, shown below in fac~imile, in
tran cri pLion and in translation by Parsons, wa
probably the original compo ition of a twelve lO fifteen
year old Mennonite boy from
entral
ontgomery
ounty. Although that child remain s unidentified, the

'--

- -- , -

poem-prayer turned up in a gift to the ~l)'rin ibrary,
r inus ollege, donated about a 'ear ag fr m the
e tate of lwood Pai ley, a longtime member of the
ollege Boa rd of Dire lOrs and former Trea urer of the
ollege. Elwood' father, Harry . Pai Ie , former
Treasu rer of the Reading Railroad ompany, had been
Pre idem of the ollege Board of Dire tor for 50-odd
year.

..

Lieber gutter Gott, ich bin noch ei n so junger Men sch,
lind doch schon Oft so bos; Du gibst uns aile Arge so
viel Guttes. Ich aber lebe gar nicht recht, und du kanst
nicht mit mir zufr ieden sein. Verhiese mir , Lieber
Gott, und hilf mir da ich besser werde.
Hilf mir das
ich dir gefa lle, das ich meinem Lieben Alteren und allen
gutten Menschen imm ermehr zur Freunden sey n, und
dadurch seIber gli.ick lich werde. Erhore, 0 Guttes
Gott, mein Kindliches Gebett, und gib mir was
Niitzlich ist, urn Jesu Christy Willen, Amen.

SHOOTING IN THE NEW YEAR
loved to her my Margueri te tell stories of her
experiences in the Berks County hills, between Shartlesville and Hamburg in the early 1900's, back from the
main lines of traffic. In my Lancaster County Waysides I had told her tale of The Little Runt Pig and
there are others of her childhood on that farm that
deserve telling, too. But at this time, the shooti ng-in of
the New Year has an especial appeal.
Just before midnight on New Year' s eve, the men
would start out in their cars and, before daylight, would
possibly visit about eight farms. There would be about
15 men with their rifles and some even used the old
fashioned muzzle loaders .
As quietly and carefully as they could they would go
in the long lane to the farm house. Once, fairly near
it they would parl\ their cars. Going closer to the

Dea r (and) good God, I am till such a young man, and
still so often so bad; You give to all us wicked people 0
much that is good . But I do not live at a ll properly,
and you can not be ve ry well plea ed with me. Hold
firm thy promise to me, dear God, and help me that I
may become better. Help me to be pleasing to you,
that I may live as a frie nd to my Dear P a rent and to all
good people forever, and thereby be fortunate mysel f.
Li sten, 0 Thou Good God, to my chi ldlike prayer, and
give to me what is useful for me, if it be the will of J esus
Christ, Amen.
house they would assemb le in a straight line . The
leader would start counti ng: "one, two, three shoot;
one, two, three shoot" and so on down the line until
he reached the end, each man shooting in his turn as it
came, so there would be a few seco nds between each
shot.
It must have been very impressive as those shots rang
out in the cold night air, echoing off through the valley
and up against the hills, as the stars blazed out brightly
overhead and the New Year came in. It was truly a
rare music of the hills .
By this time the farmer and his family were well aware
of what was going on and they would come out on the
porch. Then the leader of the riflemen would approach them and recite a special New Year's wish the
group had for the people of the farm. This was given
in rough German-a wish that existed from many years
gone by, that most of them could say but could not
write down, long memorized and remembered.
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Then the folks of the house would open wide the
doors and lead the riflemen into the warm light and
ho pitality of their home, where plenteous food and
drink were provided. Sometimes th is was quite
elaborate as in the case at one home where a fine meal
of veni on was served.
Then it was out into the cold night air and on to the
next farm. Very likel y some of the men of this household might also take up their guns and go a long.
Some nights they certainly had bad roads and
possi bly snow or rain but unle s the weather was too
bad , they'd go through with it.
After visitng the last place, about 4:00 o'clock New
Year' s morning , some of the group would end up at a
local hotel , while others, who had had enough, went
home .
It wa a big night for all concerned, a bang-up start
for the New Year-a picturesque and co lorful custom of
olden times.
**********

%f)bcllIe Sbrcr [f)mflirftL .vllrd)reud)t
mi~f<HIiMt 511 tl frne1)llIm gClucfclI, ba~
6ev lrf)t eingctrl'ttcllCllI mllm 3abr6~
~ag allfbmrn fr)orfffct)alftm ba 5 1j(ici)t~
(id)e <5rf,JiC/Tm nPd) immrr in WIling f~vc, nid)t
lUfltl~er folcf)f~ IiC9 jCluriligm.pod)3fitfllllnb stinb<
~alllfcn ()ll gcfd)rbcn Vnrge, lUorbmcf) Dalln, nael)
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roo bie 6d)ultl)ciiTen loci bie mrrliwf)crc nici)t 311
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To provide a final contrast for thi s article on
Winter Holidays, and in particular to set in print an
article from Old Mannheim in the Kur-Pfalz, a second
contribution from Professor William T . Parson s is this
E lectoral Ordnance of 1752, to be effective in theory
throughout the Palatinate, which then spanned the
Rhine River, east bank as well as west bank. How
effective it was, and how thoroughly enforced is not
obvious. The original was located as number 85 in
Pfalz Verordnungen IIBuch J-3655-4, a bound manuscript and printed broadside Book of Ordinances and
Laws in the Universitiits-Bibliothek, the Library of the
University at Heidelberg, formerly in the Kur-Pfalz, but
now in Baden-Wiirttemberg.
Professor Parsons is indebted to Professor Antje
Sommer, of the History Department at Heidelberg,
a nd to Professo r Karl Scherer of Heimatstelle Pfalz,
Kaiserslautern, for their assista nce in getting copies and
in verif>,ing the translation.

DOCUMENT #85 Concerning Shooting at Night , , .
Since His Electoral Highness has been most displeased to learn that, in conjunction with the recently
observed New Years Day, nighttime shooting [as celebration] was still practised by the villagers; nor was the
same [activity] encouraged anyless to take place at
marriages and baptisms; as a consequence whereof,
following this pernicious practice, great misfortune may
easily result. And therefore His Most Gracious
Excellency Himself, under date of the 4th Inst., This
Most Gracious Ruler has ordained:
That under penalty of Five Imperial Thalers, and
where such poverty exists that payment cannot be made,
then to be placed under eight days tower-punishment on
bread and water; Such infraction shall be entirely
forbidden and indeed additional punishment meted out
in what proves to be a case of obstructing justice and
where the village mayor of the place has not subjected
the criminal to the principal punishment noted above,
they [the village mayor or if there isn't any, the public
prosecutor (district attorney)] be punished by doublefine, of which one portion go into the account of
His Gracious Excellency; but the other portion shall be
awarded to whoever brings official notice of the
negligence of the village mayor or the district attorney;
It then will be the duty of the district administration
(Oberamt) to take all necessary further steps of
prosecution.
Mannheim, 12. January 1752
Government of the Palatinate
F frederick] Count of Efferen
l si Heussler
translation 23 Augustl 6 October 1981/
William T. Parsons

by LEE C. HOPPLE
The Ami h are one of three major religious ects l of
eth nic German ance try pre enlly compri ing the outhea tern Penn ylvania Plain Dutch Community. 2 The
outheastern Penn ylvania Plain Dutch are de cendant
from or are closely affiliated with the Anabaptise
Movement which was e tab li shed in early ixteenth
century Germanic Europe (Figure I and 2).'

INTRODUCTlO
The Prote tant Reformation bur t upon Germanic
Europe (Figure I and 2) in the econd decade of the
ixteenth century. In Ie than ten years, Prote tanti m
was sharply pi it into three major divi ions and already
had convulsed much of the continent. The three
principal branches of the Reformation, for purpo e
of convenience, can be cia sified as: con ervati e Lutheranism, liberal Calvini m, and ultraconservative Anabaptism. s There also arose, in terms of permanence
and/ or numbers of adherents, an array of minor movements. Some of these smaller movements developed

independently from the mainstreams of Protestantism,
but many emerged as chisms from the predominant
mo ements, particularly from Lutheranism.
The large number of major and minor branche of
Prote tantism clearly reveals that internally the Reformation was neither harmonious nor homogeneous. 6
Much of the discord within and between the various
divisions of Prote tantism and between Protesta nts and
Catholics had a dramatic influence on the development
of Anabaptism.
Anabapti m wa organized in the 1520's. Within
little more than a decade , the movement consisted of
three independently established branches, 7 which
emerged not becau e of internal dissension, but because
of violent external religious, political, sociocultural and
other force .8 Approximately seventeen decades then
elap ed between the development of Anabaptism and
the e tablishment of the Amish Movement, 9 a schism
from one of the three original faiths.
An appreciation of the causes of origins and an
understanding of the European spatial history of the
Amish Movement has resulted in this study being divided
.69
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in two principal parts: 1) a brief overview of the origins
and geographical history of Anabaptism to the beginning of the Amish Movement, and 2) a comprehensive
examination of the origins and European spatial experiences of the Amish. Along with the foregoing
introduction and the conventional summary and conclusion, the study is buttressed by eleven maps .
Comments concerning the maps, some spellings, and
certain religious terminologies are included in the endnotes.
ORIGINS AND GEOGRAPHICAL HISTORY
OF ANABAPTISM TO THE BEGINNING
OF THE AMISH MOVEMENT
The Protestant Reformation marks its official beginning as October 17, 1517'0 when Martin Luther
(1483-1546) presented his now famous 95 These for
debate at Castle Church in Wittenberg, Saxony " (Figure
2 and 3). Simultaneously, Ulrich Zwingli (1484-1531)
was crystallizing his theological precepts and developing
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a reformation independently from Luther, at Zurich,
Switzerland '2 (Figures 2 and 3) . Apparently however,
Luther and Zwingli were aware of one another's
activities (Figure 3). Following Zwingli's untimely
death, his movement gradually transferred to Geneva in
southwe t Switzerland (Figure 2 and 3), where Zwinglianism was refined and formalized by a second generation
reformer , John Calvin I l (1509-1561). Earlier in 1525
Anabaptism was founded as a direct schism from
Zwinglianism at Zollikon just south of Zurich '4 (Figures
2 and 3).
ORIGINS OF ANA BAPTISM
Initially Zwingliani m was readily and rapidly embraced by the peasantry and many noteworthy churchmen and scholars. Zwingli, a fervent patriot, wa both
a religious and political reformer. Zwingli' goal wa
to establish a state church sy tern, therefore, he refu ed
to implement religious changes more rapidly than the
political leader hip was willing to accept.'
Con-
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eq uentl y, within severa l years many of Zwingli's
ablest followers became disheartened with the cope and
directio n of hi s movement. Thi group was convinced
that ecular affairs were ass umin g greater importance
than clerical issues. These dissidents accused Zwingli
of developing a religious system based on legi lation
rather than Gospel preaching and teachi ng . Going a
further step, the anti-Zwingli faction co ntended that
Lutherani m which was confined almost exclusively to
religiou change, and Zwinglian ism in which religious
change wa co ntroll ed by political acceptance, were only
partial reformations. 16
Zwingli' opponent insisted upon nothing less than
the complete r ~st itution of a
ew Testament-based
Apostolic Christianity. Rest itutionism which represented a form of Christian primitivism, in essence,
rejected some fo urteen centuries of religiou s thought
and development within the Church. '7 Even the most
liberal-minded reformers, in this age of reform, co nsidered restitutionism extremely radjcal, thus the term
" Radical Reformation " 18 was given to the peaceful
Anabaptist Movement that soon was to arise from
restitutionist thought. 19

STATES

A number of significant personalities gui ded the
de tiny of the restitutionist movement and hence of
peac"'ful Anabaptism . However, Conr'1d Grebel (14961525) emerged as the preeminent leader . He established
the peaceful Anabaptist Movement at Zollikon 20
(Figure 3) in 1525 , thus launching the "Radical Reform ation." Because the peaceful Anabaptists addressed
one another as brothers, the original adherents of the
mo ement were soon called the Swiss Brethren .
The peaceful Anabaptists strongly emphasized strict
obedience to the proclamations of Christ as recorded in
the ew Testament. 21 They subscr ibed to a ch urch
consi ting of faith baptized adults, pacificism and
refusal to bear arms or participate in physical violence,
rejection of oaths of allegiance, separation from the
impure evil world, and excommunication of offenders
of the fajth. These beliefs were articulated in the
Schleitheim Articles 22 whkh was published in 1527, the
first written confession of faith by the Anabaptists. 23
Even before the peaceful Swiss Brethren Anabaptist
Movement was officially organized, the restitutionists
had spread the concepts of the "Radical Reformation"
among the peasantry. During the years 1523-1527, the
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movement obtained many converts and diffu ed acro s
the cantons of Germanic Switzerland into the outhern
sections of adjacent south Germany province (Figure 2) .
The immediate popularity of the Anabaptist Movement greatly alarmed Zwinglian state church official
and several meetings were conducted with the Grebel
faction, but to no avail. Neither side was willing to
compromise because the rift between them wa ab olutely
antipodal. The point of discussion was infant baptism, as opposed to adult faith baptism. But baptism
was little more than a ceremonial expression of the
central issue, which was the Zwinglian tate ver us the
Anabaptist free church concepts. 2 4
The entire religious system of Anabaptism was
opposed by Zwinglianism, Lutheranism, and Catholicism.2S Furthermore, converts to Anabaptism were
obviously recruited from the three aforementioned
churches. 26 Considerable jealousy, bitter resentment,
even deep hatred of the Swiss Brethren grew and intensified as the movement gained momentum; obtaining
members and diffusing territorially. Therefore,
troubles commenced almost immediately for the Swiss
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Brethren . The ub equent geographical hi tory of the
Swi Brethren in general and of European Anabaptism
in particular i a long tory of torment, violence, grief,
and adnes .
EUROPEA GEOGRAPHICAL HISTORY
OF ANABAPTISM TO THE BEGIN I G
OF THE AMISH MOVEMENT
The Germanic European (Figure 1) geographical
hi tory of Anabapti m to the founding of the Ami h
Movement encompa es some seventeen decades of extremely brutal religious, political, economic, and sociocultural persecution inter persed with brief interlude of
respite and tranquility. The mo t ruthless time of
repression were during the numerous and often prolonged religious war , and al 0 when the political
leadership of various German states (Figure 2) abruptly
changed from one ympathetic to the Anabapti t inhabitants to one of intolerance.
Although there were many, three period tand out a
being most intluential in shaping the cour e of the

uropean geographical history of nabapti m and the
eventual emergence of the Ami h: I 23 - 1536, I
15
and 161 - 164 .
ach \ as a time 0 relIgiou
tri e,
war, and merciles ubjugation of the nabapll t
he period 1523- 1536 wa , for the Brethren, one 0
exces ive brutality. Two di linctly eparate, imultaneously occurring and interrelated el of c\ent ,
cxerted a profoundly disa trou influen e on the peaceful wi s Brcthrcn; they were-a wi e ile decree and
the development of ilitant pirituali m. Indeed, lhi
wa a n age a lm o t unparalleled in it a ager .
larmed by the growth in number and the geograp hi ca l expan ion of the peaceful Brethren
0 ement , in 1527 wi s officia l i sued an e ile decree
aga in l all per o n refusing to pre ent lheir infant children to be baptized in the tate church. Ob iou I the
wis Bret hren co uld no t a nd would not ubmil. 27
on equ entl y, th ey were bani hed, and per ecuted In
other way a well.
I n th e early 1520' a reli gio u mo ement known a
Mililant pirituali m ,28 which evo lved From a co ntroer y with Luther, arose in Germanic Europe (Figure I).
The Militant Spiritualists publicl y proclaim ed that true
reli giou reform required an immediate restitution of
po tolic hri tianity a reco rded in the New T e tament. Although the Militant pirituali ts preached the
tenets of peaceful Anabaptism , they eldom if ever
practiced them. Instead the militants were preoccupied
with prevailing socioeconomic conditions of the time
and attempted to initiate a community-oF-good
economy in Germanic Europe (Figure 1). In order to
achieve their secular goals, the spiritualists justified and
frequently resorted to physical violence. Becau e
Militant Spiritualism promised economic and social
reform, it became very popular among the peasantry.
But the application of force by the militants proved
their undoing . For in order to terminate their acts of
violence, the Lutherans, Zwinglians, and Catholics
completely supp ressed and annihilated Militant Spiritualism. Since the Milita nt Spiritualists proclaimed the
doctrines of Anabapti sm, no attempt was made to
identify and exempt the Swiss Brethren From the persecutions 29 when religious rrlilitancy was being destroyed.
Because of the exile decree and the failure to distinguish them from the militants when the violent
spiritualistic movements were being obliterated, the
ranks of the Brethren were likewi e decimated. 30 Confronted with the possibility of extermination, the
Brethren frequently fled incognito to other areas of
Germanic Europe (Figure 1). Flight to other regions,
along with certain influences emanating from Militant
Spiritualism (and Schwenkfeldianism mentioned later),
caused the separate development of two other peaceful
Anabaptist movements. 31 However, before describing
these peaceful movements, it is essential to at least name
and locate the three militant movements.
The first Militant . Spiritualist Movement was the

\\ ntcnberg Puritan Reformation ' organized b) Thorn
-1- )atZ\\i kau, a\on) ( igurc _and
4) In I I. In I
~l unlzer \\a k.i1led and thc m \cmCnl \\a de troyed at the Ballie of 1I.lulhau en.
Baltha er Hubmaier (I
-I 2), a milnant but
originally a pea e ul nabapti t,
ped from Z\\ i kau
and tran ferred the on cpt of the Puritan Re ormation Mo\ement to \Vald hut in Baden ( igure 2 and 4).
Hubmaier \\-a quic Iy e\pelled from \\laid hut and he
mo ed to
ichol burg, lora ia (igure
and 4 ,
\ here he full intended to organize a
i hoi burg
ilitant ommunit -of- ood
ov-emenl. )) He \\a
oon impri oned and mart red, thu
oncluding the
geographical hi tor of that mo emenl.
elchior Hoffmann ( 1495-1 4 ) aloe aped the
Batlle of ulhau en carr ing the principle of religiou
militancy to
un ter,
e tphalia (Fi gure 2 and 4) in
the late 1520'. Hoffman e tabli hed \ hat became
kno. n a the
elchiorite Mell enarian
0 ement 3 '
which, becau e of it obno iou, ome hat immoral
beliefs and practice , vade troyed at the Battle of
unster in 1536. Someho Hoffman again ur i ed
and fled to trassburg, AI ace (Figures 2 and 4) where
he remained until hi death. 35
Man y of the wiss Brethren-to avoid per ecution
and death because of reprisal resulting from the com bined effects of the exile decree and the failure to
di tinguish them from the Militant pirituali ts as
those movements were being eliminated-migrated into
the German states bordering the Rhine Ri ver as Far
north as the Palatinate (Figures 2 and 5). Others
followed the cour e of the Danube eastward acros
so uth Germany as far as Moravia (Figures 2 and 5).
In Moravia (Figure 2) a conflict developed between
the HofFmann militants and a group of Anabaptists
whose not so docile leader, Jacob Hutter (1500-1536)
was str; l ing to build an economic system of consumptive
communism. After Hutter was martyred , a peaceful
Anabaptist movement based on productive communism,
but which retained the name Hutterites was installed at
Nicholsburg 36 (Figure 5).
At Munster (Figure 4) a few years before the Melchiorite Movement was crushed, several members
seceded, moved to the Netherlands (Figure 2), and
organized a true peaceful Anabaptist movement.
Menno Simons (1496-1561), a man of considerable
intellect, stro ng organizing ability, and sincere conviction, became the recognized leader of the Dutch
Anabaptists. 37 In )536 he formally established the
movement at Grorungen 38 (Figure 5). The Dutch
Anabaptists were first called Merusts then Mennonites . 39
The Swiss Brethren and Mennonites were soon interspersed across the Palatinate and northern Alsace
(Figure 2). Because of this intermixing and their
religious similarities, the Swiss Brethren were often
mistakenly called Mennonites.
An understanding of the period of Anabaptist. geo~lunlzer(14
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graphical hi tory ju t de cribed, and tho e to follow,
would be incomplete without mentioning the chwenkfeldian Movement which wa organized at Liegnitz,
ile ia (Figure 2 and 5) in 1526:°
a par chwenkfeld
(1490- 1561), a Lutheran convert, disagreed with Luther' s
interpretation of the meaning of the" Lord'
upper."
chwenkfeld adhered to a mystical interpretation of the
"Lord's Supper" and developed a theology very sim ilar
to that of the Anabaptist. When Luther repudiated
Schwenkfeld, a movement bearing his name was
founded by his Silesian (Figure 2) fo llower. The
Schwenkfeldian Movement was never very large, and
was generally confined to Si lesia (Figure 2). Because
of their similarities, Anabaptism and Schwenkfeldianism
influenced each other in a positive, but indirect
manner. 4 1 Unfortunately, Militant Spiritualism had
the same' damaging influence on Schwenkfeldianism
that it had on Anabaptism.
The next calamitous episode in the Germanic European
(Figure I) geographical history of Anabaptism was the
war which erupted between Lutherans and Catholics
with Luther's death in 1546 and which lasted until 1555.
Throughout this decade the nonresistant neutral Ana-
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bapti t were harra ed by the belligerent . H The war
wa concluded by the Peace of Aug burg which recognized both Lutherani m and Catholici m as official
religion and included a pro vi 0 stating that the ruler
determines the religion of the tate or province: )
The final cata trophic incident in Anabaptist Germanic uropean (Figure I) geographical history men tioned in this article i the Thirty Years War, a bitterly
fought conflict between the Prote tants and Catholic
which broke out in 1618 and continued until 1648.
Again the innocent, tranquil Anabapti t were unmercifully trampled, exploited and per ecuted by the
antagonists:' The Thirty Years War was settled by the
Peace of Westphalia which extend ed the provi ion of
the Augsburg agreement to include the Calvini t
Reformed Church. 4s
The Anabaptists obviously gravitated toward tho e
tates where they were tolerated by the ruler. Unfortunately for the Anabapti t , if an un ympathetic
ruler came to power they were immediately terrorized
and banished. Thu, wars changing government and
general intolerance motivated everal centurie of evere
maltreatment and repression of the Anabapti tS .46
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AND DIFFUSION OF PEACEFUL

In addition to the three previously described periods
of exceptionally brutal oppression, most of the sixteenth
and seventeenth centuries comprised an almost uninterrupted era of ruthless subjugation of the peaceful,
defenseless Anabaptist sects by a multitude of extremely
malevolent tormentors. The scope and ferocity of
abuses inflicted upon the hapless Anabaptists was all
but unimaginable. Yet the three major branches of the
original Anabaptist Movement, Brethren, Hutterites,"
and Mennonites, (and the Schwenkfelders), somehow
survived.
It was in this traditional environment of clerical and
secular intolerance that Jacob Ammann was born and
reared in Germanic Switzerland (Figures 1 and 2) and
where he became a Swiss Brethren Anabaptist "elder."
Considering the prevailing mentality of those times, it
is not impossible fo r a geographer to understand
Ammann 's inability or at least unwillingness to respect
the religious views of his fellow Swiss Brethren.
Ammann's behavior, which often bordered on tyranny
when other elders disagreed with him , caused him to
break away from the parent group and orga ni ze a new
sect bearing his nam~ .
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ORIGI SAD GEOGRAPHICAL HISTORY
OF THE AMISH MOVEME T
IN GERMA IC EUROPE48
Despite the disunity within Protestantism, the conflicts between Protestantism and Catholicism for religious
dominance of Germanic Europe, and the savage persecutions Anabaptists suffered from the other faiths, Anabaptism proved remarkably cohesive and extraordinarily resilient through the generations. These various
above-listed external forces caused the independent
development 49 of the principal branches of Anabaptism
rather than a number of schisms produced by internal
doctrinal quarrels until the sudden rise of the Amish
Movement.
In the early 1690's Anabaptism's general internal
homogeneity was rather abruptly challenged and rapidly
destroyed, as a major doctrinal conflict developed
among the ranks of the Swiss Brethren. This altercation, precipated by one Jacob Ammann, quickly
assumed crisis proportions, proved irreconcilable , '0 and
resulted in the first major schism among any of the
original divisions of Anabaptism.
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ORIGINS OF THE AMISH
In 1693 Jacob Ammann, then a Swiss elder from
Erlenbach near Thun s1 in Bern Canton (Figure 6)
journeyed northward to Alsace where Brethren and
Mennonite resided and became elder of Markirch s2
(Figure 2 and 6). Probably while travelling through
Al ace to Markirch and certainly after settling there, he
vi ited Mennonite congregations, attended their religious
ervice , and conver ed with Mennonite mini ters. 53
The Swiss Brethren were primarily centered in the
German canton of Switzerland, particularly Bern
(Figures 1, 2 and 6); secondary concentration were
found in Al ace; and tertiary number inhabited the
Palatinate; with a wide scattering acros Baden, other
ections of Germanic Switzerland, and bordering area
of the south German tate (Figure I and 2) . The
Mennonites were predominantly concentrated in the
Netherlands (Figure 2); while We tphalia, the Rhineland, the Palatinate, and Alsace were regions of
secondary densities; S4 and the north German tate from
the Netherland to Prussia contained orne Mennonites SS
(Figures I and 2). Brethren population den ity decreased with increasing distance from witzerland; and
the number of Mennonite declined imilarly with
respect to the etherlands. The Brethren then were
centered in southwestern and the Mennonite in north western Germanic Europe, with inter per ing of the two
peoples in Al ace (Figure I , 2 and 6) . Therefore, it
was perfectly natural that Ammann would become
familiar with Mennonite religiou beliefs following hi
arrival in Markirch (Figure 6) .
Because of their independent origin, the e two
Anabaptist bodies subscribed to a different confe sion
of faith. As previously mentioned, the wiss Brethren
adhered to the Schleitheim Article S6 of 1527, the fir t
Anabaptist confession. The Schleitheim Articles i a
brief document consisting of seven principle . S7 The
Dutch Mennonites subscribed to the Dordrecht Confession s8 of Faith, a much more comprehen ive document, written in 1632 containing eighteen articles of
faith, S9 and not mentioned heretofore.
Obviously, if for no other reason than the length and
scope of the confessions of faith, the Mennonites
practiced a more structured form of Anabaptism than
their Brethren counterparts. And as Amman became
increasingly familiar with the Mennonite creed, he
asserted that the Brethren were practicing a diluted,
impure type of Anabaptism. Successively and for
reasons explained subsequently, Ammann ·insisted the
Brethren adopt three Mennonite beliefs: semiannual
communion, social avoidance (meidung), 60 and footwashing. 61 Whether Ammann truly endorsed the
"purer" Mennonite system of Anabapti m or whether
he initiated a crisis simply to satisfy personal ambitions
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never has been conclusively proven. 62 Regard less, his
motives are beyond the scope of the geographer's
competence LO evaluate.
uffice it to say, neither the Schleitheim Articles nor
the Dordrecht Co nfessio n discusses the frequency of
conducting or partaking of the "Lord's Supper."
However, footwashing and social avoidance are specificall y covered in Articles Xl and XVll 63 respectively in
the Dordrecht Confession.
During summer 1693, Ammann obstinately demanded
the Brethren return to their former custom of observing commu nion twice a year rather than once.
Brethren congregations throughout Alsace and Switzerland (Figure 2) were immediately confronted with the
problem of accepting or rejecting Ammann's proposal.
A conference of the senior Swiss elders circumvented
the issue with an inconclusive, somew hat dangling
response. They stated that for truly faithful, deserving
person annual communion was sufficient. Communion twice a year for those who could adequately
prepare themselves was not too frequent.
The response by the senior elders, through Hans
Rei t their chief spokesman, neutralized Ammann's
argument which was based solely on custom si nce, as
previously stated, neither confession of faith prescribes
the minimum number of annual communion services.
Ammann then turned his attention to social avoidance
and soon afterward to footwashing, probably because
the Swiss Brethren did not adhere to these Alsatian
Mennonite beliefs in their religious practices. Ammann,
emphatically alleging that Swiss Brethren Anabaptism
had grown too lax in comparison to Alsatian Mennonite Anabaptism, proceeded to open discussions on
the e questions with the Swiss elders. Ammann almost
immediately succeeded in splitting the Brethren into
factions called parties; the Amish Party and the Reist
Party64 ince Hans Rei st was the senior elders' spokesman and Ammann's arch opponent from the beginning
of the controversy. Whatever his reasons may have
been, in less than a year Ammann had completely
polarized the Swiss Brethren Church.
During midsummer 1693 Ammann, accompanied by
several Alsatian Mennonite ministers, began visiting the
various Swiss congregations. He requested an audience
with the Swi s elders, but Hans Reist refused to attend.
Ammann subsequently conducted several hastiliy called
meetings. The first met at Friedersmatt, the next at
Reutenen, the third at Habstetten, another at Eutigen,
and the last at Eggiwil. All were in Bern Canton
(Figures 6 and 7).
At each meeting Ammann behaved in a similar
manner. He a ked the elders to immediately explain
their position concerning the question of social avoidance (Meidung). Tho e agreeing with him were then
asked if non-Anabaptists would be aved and if an
Anabaptist found guilty of telling a falsehood should be
excommunicated. Ammann became extremely irritated
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if he was refused an answer and he became incensed if
the response was co ntrary to his views. Each meeting
proceeded according to this format until at Eggiwil
(Figure 7), it was suggested that the entire ministry
convene and develop a uniform rule.
Ammann quickly attempted to assemble all the
minIsters. However, the entire ministry did not attend
the conference. Since the mini sters would not committ
themselves unless all were in attendance, the session can
be described as a rather heated, but inconclusive debate. Enraged, Ammann demanded that another
meeting be called forthwith.
Hans Reist refused to participate in either Eggiwil
meeting, which provoked Ammann's wrath. Reist also
refrained from responding to Ammann in writing,
further invoking the latter's indignation. Ammann
supposedly became so infuriated that he arbitrarily and
summarily excommunicated Reist and several other
Swiss Brethren ministers. Thus, the rift between Rei st
and his supporters and Ammann and his followers
widened . Ministers and members of the faith petitioned
Ammann to reconsider his actions. Continuing in his
obdurate tyrannical behavior, Ammann simply issued a
final ultimatum to recant.

FROM

BERN

TO ALSACE

ews of the Meidung controversy between the Amish
and Reist Parties quickly spread among the Palatinate
Mennonites. The Palatinate ministers offered to
mediate the dispute. A conference was arranged and
held at Ohnenheim Alsace (Figures 6 a nd 7) on March
13, 1694. 6j Predictably, Ammann was absolutely unyielding. The Palatinate ministers were unable to
remain neutral and joined the Brethren group in issuing
a joint statement explaining their opposition to Ammann .
This action caused Ammann to become even more
incensed and he immediately responded by excommunicating everyo ne who disagreed with him. The
Ohnenheim (Figure 7) assembly was the final break
between the two parties and, for all practical purposes ,
can be considered as the general date and location of the
formal beginning of the Amish Movement. 66 Between
1694 and 1700, several attempts at reconciliation and
reunification proved unsuccessful. 67
The writer deems it important to interrupt the geographical history of the Amish at this point to identify
a movement which was to emerge almost adjacent to
the Amish homelands. During the first decade of the
eighteenth century the peaceful Pietistic Brethren Movement was founded by Alexander Mack 68 (1679-1735) at
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Schwarzenau in a small principality of Hesse Cassel 69
(Figures 2 and 5), This movement is nearly identical to
Anabaptism and similar bodies such as the Schwenkfelders, and its origins are traceable to early restitutionism , However, what is significant here is that a great
deal of the impetus for the rather sudden official
formation of the Brethren Pietist Movement after many
decades of debate, disagreement, and even vassilation
appears to have been provided by the nearby Amish and
Mennonites. The Schwarzenau (Figure 5) based Brethren movement is the last of the chief Anab<,lptist-like
movements to emerge in Germanic Europe (Figure 1).
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Sw i zerland and Return

This group was small in numbers and left for America in
less than a generation. 70
EUROPEAN GEOGRAPHICAL HISTORY
OF THE AMISH
Approximately forty percent of the almost seventy
ministers participating in the Ohnenheim debate (Figure
7) favored Ammann . Interestingly, though not surprisingly, nearly all the ministers concurring with
Ammann were from Alsace, and the other few were
from Bern Canton and the Palatinate 71 (Figure 8) .

ince Isace was the region of intera tion and the onsequent exchange of ideas between the DUlch ~knno
niles and the wi s Brethren (Figure~ 2. and ). lhal
province early became hi primary ba e of suppOrt.
Thal an individual uch a Ja ob mmann hould
adopt and aLLempt LO impose the religlou pra II e of
one of the e two group upon the olher, and thal group'
rcfu al to accept the idea of the other hould re ult in
schi m, and the formation of a third group, i nOl unco mmon in the chronicle of geographical hi LOry.
or i it unnatura l that the newly organized
ml h
ect wa founded at Ohnenheim in central I ace near
the Rhine Rive r, we tern Germanic urope' natural
north- outh hi ghway ( igure 5,6, and 7).
Tho e mini ster accepting mmann' po ilion at the
Ohnenheim (Figure 7) conference diffu ed the new
Amish movement through Alsace, the Palatinate, and a
relatively large section of Bern anton (Figure ). The
movement pread westward to eucha tel Canton and
northward to Ba elland from Bern anton (Figure 8)
becau e of forced migration, discus ed later in thi
study . The movement also was extended eastwa rd
from Alsace to Lorraine (Figure 8). In addition ome
P alati ne A mish emigrated southward into northern
A lsace (Figure 8). Because of the e development at
O hnenhei m and geographical expansion of the mish
Moveme nt beyond the three tates from which minister
subscribed to Ammann' s beliefs; Alsace, Bern Canton,
the P a lati nate, Neuchatel Canton, Lorraine, and Basella nd (Figures 7 and 8) comprised the original homeland
of the A m ish. That some Swiss Amish might ha e
emigrated northward from Baselland and others from
A lsace a nd the P alatinate eastward into Baden is quite
pl a usible. Alsace, Bern Ca nton, and the Palatinate
po sessed t he hig hest Amish population densities with
sma ll numbers inhabiting the adjacent states. The
fo llowing sectio n discusses the Amish beginnings in
greater detai l.
GEOGRAPHI CAL HISTO R Y OF THE AM ISH
IN T H E IR O RI GINAL H OMELAN DS
Since J aco b Amm a nn re id ed in Ma rkirch a nd many
of his sympa thizers were located around Oh nenheim,
the first major co ngregat ions developed a rou nd these
two communiti es (F igures 8 and 9) . The movement
soon spread south wa rd to Col ma r , Altkirch, and
Birkenho f (F igure 8 a nd 9) and co ngregatio n were
organi zed a round t hese tow ns. H ence, central and
outhern Alsace beca m e igni fica nt centers of A m ish
activity prior to the end of t he seve nteen th century.
Most of the Swiss Amish were d ispersed across sou th
central Bern in the region extending fro m the E mme
Valley to the Simme Valley . 72 T he p rincipal center of
Amish activity in Bern was around Lake Thun , foc using
on the town of Thun ' 1 (Figures 8 and 9). The
Palatine Amish were widely disper ed and as a result of

u h a dl lributional pattern, ongregalion emer ed
around
Ingen, I\heim, and ha l er lautern ( ·i_ ure
and 9). H \\ e\ er. ome Palallne ml h m ,cd ulh\\ard a ro the border founding ongregali n in the
\ ICInIlIC of Wei enbourgh and Hagenau (
and ). and lhl area be ame a third enter
elliemenl In 1 a e.
The \\ I
ml h from their origin \\ ere ruell)
maltreated b the e tabli hed hur he , e pe I II) lhe
ahinl l. To avoid per e ullon man) Berne e ml h
mo ed inLO the rem Ole mounlalnou hinterland.
Olher migrated LO eu hatel anton \\ here lhe) ontrucled ongregalion around La hau\ de Fond and
euenburg, -, (Figure
and 9). The larkir h mi h
were bani hed from I a e aboul I 1_.
ome mO\ ed
LO
umpelgart '1 Lorraine, a fe\\ migraled to the
Palatinate eLLling around Z eibrucken (Figure
and
9), but many refu ed to lea e arkirch.
The fir t generation of mi h geographical hi LOr
then ( igure 6, 7, ,a nd 9) were time of parti ularl
brutal repres ion. Li ing conditio n \ ere unu uall
lamentable for the
mi h and all other
nabapti t
group in the region. They ere ubje ted to all manner
of religiou, political, e onomic, and ociocultural
LOrmenl. They uffered uch atrocitie a bani hment,
arre t, fine and imprisonment, branding and other
phy ical torture , bondage, destruction and co n fi cation of property , and even murder.
onflicts uch a the
ar of the Palatinate (16881697) and other of va rying length and ferocity co mpounded the deplorable sta tus of the mish . Opposing armies deliberately burned and deva tated their
property. Wars brought famine and di ease, making
life even more miserable and exi tence more difficult
for all the Anabapti st groups.
In order to survi e, the Anabaptists (including the
Ami h) dispersed across the countryside, especially into
the higher mountain valleys where they attempted to live
incognito. Generally they interacted more frequently
with non-Anabapti ts than among themselves. Some
ought refuge in principalities more tolerant at the
particular time. The migration from Bern Canton LO
eucha tel Canton (Figures 8 a nd 9) is an example of
this.
Because the Amish and other Anabaptists lived in
eclusio n , the rulers employed sectarian hunters 76 to
identify them for purposes of arrest, fine and imprisonment, and other tortures. Consequently by the close
of the seventeenth century, prisons were overflowing
with A nabaptists of all persuasio ns.
The A nabaptist sects we re wi lling to suffer any h ardship or privation the ca ustic m alicious mi nds of the
vario us officials co u ld conceive rather t ha n co mpro m ise
their reli gio us beli efs . Accord ingly, clerica l and civi l
a uthorities were fo rced to seek common sol utio ns to the
gradually increasing prison population . There appeared
to be three possible methods of reducing the number of
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prisoners: freedom, emigration or deportation. 17 The
first was unconscionable, the second unpalatable, the
third a possibility. Although uperficially, emigration
and deportation seem practically identical, the former
permits freedom of movement while the latter involve
bondage.
Freedom was impossible for two reasons: the state
church could not tolerate the existence of any other
faith, and the state government viewed the ectarians as
prospective economic wealth. Emigration, as well as
freedom, was frowned upon by the powerful ruling
nobles because undesirable males could be sold to
foreign governments to serve as mercenary soldiers.
Freedom obviously removed the Anabaptists from the
list of prospective mercenaries and legalized a competing religion. Consequently, the only solution acceptable to both state and church was deportation because deportees could be sold, providing wealth for the
nobles while simultaneously ridcting the church of un-
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de irable nonconformist .
One example of the policies mutually acceptable to
both tate and church in Bern Canton (Figure 8) will
uffice to illustrate the Anabaptists' dilemma. Recognizing an opportunity for sub tantial profit, several
merchant devi ed a deportation plan and organized a
maritime company. Ju t before the end of the first
decade of the eighteenth century the Bernese government employed this company to deport a boatload of
Anabapti t , which included a number of Amish, to
America. The boat sailed down the Rhine from Basel
(Figure 8) to the Netherland (Figure 2 and 8). However, the Dutch government prohibited forced deportation and freed the passengers. The Amish returned a
far as the Palatinate ettling around Essingen, Ixheim,
and Kai erslautern (Figure 9).
One found a general atmosphere of expul ion, deportation and forced emigration, together with the
normal ravage of per ecution. It exemplified Ana-
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baptist hi tory from its beginnings. The Amish voluntarily began emigrating from their native land (Figure
8) during the 1720's. Con equently, mo t of the tory
of the Amish in the land of their birth transpired
within a generation of the founding of the ect.
GEOGRAPHICAL HISTORY OF
AMISH MIGRATIONS
The Amish migrated from their native lands to other
parts of Germanic G:igure 1) and non-Germanic Europe,

MOVEMENT

and to orth America . Emigration to other European
states and countries commenced during the second
decade of the eighteenth century and continued aperiodically through the middle years of the third decade of
the next century. Migration to the ew World occurred
in two explicit waves. One was in the eighteenth
century, the other carne in the nineteenth. The second
wave was by far the larger. The geographical patterns
of these Amish emigrations from Europe to American
shores were djstinctly djfferent. The eighteenth century
migration, encompassing the period from the 1720's
81
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through the 1770's, 78 was primarily from the native
states and cantons (Figures 8 and 9) to Pennsylvania. 79
Nineteenth century migrations spanning the era from
about 1815 through the 1870's were characterized by
emigrations from all European Amish settlements to
other states and Canada . 80
EIGHTEENTH CENTURY MIGRATIONS
After the first boatload of Anabapti ts was prevented
from being forced to embark to America from the
Netherlands (Figure 2), Dutch authorities began negotiations with the Bernese (Figure 8) government for the
purpose of developing an emigration policy. After
several discussions, a free emigration policy was
developed and adopted by the two governments. In
1711 four boatloads of Anabaptists, including a number
of Amish, sailed the Rhine for Basel to the Netherland (Figures 2, 8 and 9). Some Amish left the
boats in Alsace and the Palatinate joining their brethren (Figure 9), but many completed the journey. Upon
arriving in the Netherlands t)1e Amish established con-
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gregations around Groningen, Kampen, and Sappemeer
(Figures 2 and 10). These were the first permanent
Ami h communities beyond their original homelands.
However, in time they were gradually assimilated into
Dutch Mennonite life, thereby losing their sectarian
individuality.
These early migration provided some of the impetus
for the Berne e Amish to flee to the hinterlands and
to re ettle in Neuchatel Canton and for some to leave
the boats and remain in Ba elland 81 (Figures 8 and 9).
Moreover, it was the apparent failure of these early
migration program which partially promoted the expulsion of the Markirch 82 Amish from Alsace and the
founding of the Mumpelgart 8l ettlement (Figure 9).
Al atian and Palatine Ami h emigrated to Hesse
Cas el 84 (Figure 2 and 10) about 1730. During the
econd and third decade of the century, some Alsatian
Amish moved to Neuwied and to the Eiffel region in the
Rhineland (Figures 2 and 10). In the 1750's Amish
from Alsace and the Palatinate migrated to the Netherlands (Figures 2 and 10). French Ami h from Lorraine
emigrated to Volhynia 8S (Russia) and to the Lemberg
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region of Galicia 8 6 in the 1790's (Figures 2 and 10).
Migration to Russia and Poland was primarily to escape
the horrors of the French Revolution.
Amish from Bern Canton, Alsace, and the Palatinate
(Figure 8) slowly began filtering into Pennsylvania by
about 1720. 81 The number gradually increased for the
next several decades. The wave crested between the
mid-1730's and the mid-1750's, after which it gradually
subsided and almost ceased by 1770 as the American
Revolution drew near. However, a few continued to
arrive until about 1780. The overwhelming majority
of these immigrants were from Bern Canton and most
settled in Pennsylvania forming the original nucleus of
what is now the Amish segment of the Southeastern
Pennsylvania Plain Dutch Community. 88

NINETEENTH CENTURY MIGRATIONS
A significant migration of Alsatian and Palatinate
Amish (Figures 8 and 9) to Bavaria (Figure 2) occurred

early in the first decade of the century. Settlements
developed around lngolstadt, Regensburg, and Munich
(Figures 2 and II). The Bavarian migration was in
response to the ravages of the Napoleonic War. The
final intra-European Amish migration of importance
from an original homeland area was from Alsace to
Luxembourg (Figures 2 and II) in the 1820's. Earlier
near the turn of the century, some Palatinate Amish
moved to Marburg (Figure 11).
Amish migrations from Europe to American shores
resumed around 1815 after a lapse of some 35 years.
The nineteenth century Amish immigrants arriving in
America were from Alsace, Lorraine, the Palatinate,
the Hesse Cassel 8 9 states, Bavaria, Poland and Russia
(Figures 2, 8, 9, 10, and 11). The Amish came in increasing numbers until near the beginning of the
American Civil War at which time immigration practically ceased. Emigration from Europe resumed on a
substantially smaller scale in the late 1860's and ended
about 1880. Although some Amish set out for the New
World, after the American Civil War, from all of the
83

above mentioned uropea n tate , particularly from the
region around He e, they were few in number. Most
of the po t- ivil War Ami h immigrants were from
Poland and Ru ia (Figure II ). The Amish from these
two non- ermanic countrie arrived in the middle
1870'. In general, however, Ami h migration from
urope to America ended during the 1880' .
The nineteenth century immigrant from the Germanic uropean tate and French Lorraine et tl ed in
Maryland , New York, Ohio, Indiana, Illin ois, Iowa a nd
the Province of Ontario . The Ami h from P o land a nd
Ru ia moved to Kan a and outh Da kota . 90 A few
He ian loca ted in we tern Penn ylvania. [ntere tingly, very few nineteenth century Ami h immi gra nts
from any part of urope etted in what i now the
outhea tern Penn ylvania Plain Dutch ommunity. 91
Tho e Ami h deciding to remain in urope rath er
than emigrate to North America were gradually aborbed by the proce of a imilation, into the parti cular culture of the province or country in which they
were re iding at the time. Onl y ca ttered remnant of
Ami h life were detectible by the clo e of the ninetee nth
century, and the la t ve tige of the Ami h with the
po ible exception of one or two loca litie , had com pletely di appeared by the outbreak of World War [I.
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UMMARY
The Ami sh are direct de cendent of nabapti m .
Anabapti m was e tablished in 1525 and i one of the
three original compo nents of the Prote tant Reformation which exploded the tatu quo of early ixteenth
century Germanic urope (Figure I, 2, and 3). The
uropean geograph ical history of Anabaptism, and the
Ami h division as well, is an almost continuous
story of misery engendered by brutal per ecution re ulting from religious, political, economic, and cultural
intolerance. Savage maltreatment wa moti vated by
an intense hatred of the Anabapti t and prompted by
at least three principal factors: the fundamental co ntrast in religious precept between Anabapti sm and the
officially recognized churches; the remarkable appeal of
Anabapti sm and the con equent cr nversion of member
of the established churches represe nting the overwhelming majority of people; and the mi under tanding of the
intrinsic differences between Anabapti sm and Militant
piritualism (Figure 4) . It wa the combined interaction
of all these vicious ex ternal force that three separate,
though imilar, di vi ion s of Anabapti m and orne
significa nt related movements developed, and omehow
urvived (Figure 3 and 5).
About 1693 Jacob Ammann, a wis Brethren elder
from Bern a nton, mo ved to Al sace wh ere he became

fully acqua inted with Dutch Anabapti sm . Following
a number of un successful attempts to persuad e the
Swiss Brethren to adopt certain Dutch Men nonite
reli giou practices, he broke away from the Brethren
and formed a new sect (Figures 6 and 7) called Amish.
Originally the Amish sect consisted of Brethren and
orne Mennonites but undoubtedly attracted converts
from other faiths. The sect developed in northern
witzerland, the southwest German states, and adjacent
ectio n of French Lorraine (Figures 2 and 8). A
number of Ami sh settlements soon developed across
thi region (Figure 9). The greater part of the geogra phica l hi story of the Amish in their homelands
(Figures 7, 8, and 9) was brief, lasting little more than a
generation . Although at first glance it appears to be
an enviable site, the Ami sh homeland suffered several
eriou locational di sadvantages.
The region was situated at the junction of contrasting
cultures. Cultural conflicts precipitated, and made the
area the battleground for, frequent bitterly waged
religious wars between Protestant and Roman Catholic
region of urope . Moreover, positioned astride the
Rhine River (Figures 7, 8, and 9), western Europe's
main north-s outh thoroughfare, made the region readily
acce ible to belligerent armies which traversed and
ravaged the land, and terrorized the Amish and its
other Anabapti t peoples.
The e condition, compounding the normal cruelties
inflicted by the state churches, made life excruciatingly
har h for the Amish and their sectarian cousins in these
land. Any hopes of personal or even group survival
and poss ible dome tic tranquility were pinned to and
contingent on emigration to more tolerant peaceful
land in urope or even abroad. Therefore, the Amish
began migrating to other parts of Europe and to
America. Migration to other parts of Europe commenced around 1710 and continued until about 1825 .
The exod u to America from their native lands and
other parts of Europe encompa sed the period from
app roximatel y 1720 to the end of the 1870's (Figures 10
and 11).
Eighteenth century Ami h immigrants settled in
outhea tern Pennsylvania and are the ance tor of the
pre ent-day Ami h egment of the Southea tern Penn ylvania Plain Dutch Community. The overwhelming
majority of the nineteenth century immigrants settled in
other tate and Canada.
CONCLUSIONS
The origin and geographical hi tory of the Ami h in
general, and all the Anabapti t group in particular, i
one of the classical example in world history of man'
inhumanity to hi fellow man. Thi tory is an equally
cia sical example of professing Christian bodie behaving in a thoroughly un-Chri tian manner. Thi tory

also co nstitute a perfect illu tration of the fonilude of
a peopl e to with tand and su r i e all imaginable orm
of adversity, their only defen e being the unquenchable
power of their convictions.
ur i al of the mt h, a
well a all the peaceful
nabapti l bodie, i ample
ev id ence of the near impo sibility of annihilating a
righteou s group of people.
uropean Am ish geographical hi tory encompa ing
some two centuri e is exemplified by e eral di tincti e
uropean
mi h population wa
features: the total
never large; because of migration, mi h people re ided
in a co nsiderabl e number of localitie through the centuri es; they were never concentrated in large number in
any parti cular place including their nati e area, nor did
they inhabit a regio n for an exceedingly long time before
they migrated again; because of the omewhat ephemeral
nature of their settlem ents and the general s parcity of
population in the e settl ements, the Ami h ovement
did not mak e a noti cea ble or lasting impres ion on the
general culture of Europe.
It seems important to point out that the main text of
this article may have lead the reader to the conclusion
the Ami sh people reached American hore in a t
numbers. The above co mm ents clearly indicate that
precisely the opposite was true. Since there ne er
were many Ami sh people in Europe, certainly there
could not have been many immigrants. Although
accurate records were not majntained it is estimated
that about 3500 Ami sh people reached this co ntinent ,
approximately 500 in the eighteenth century and the
remaining 3000 in the nineteenth .
Should all the Amish have remained in Europe, it is
rather doubtful they could have developed a di sti nctive
culture; indeed, they may have peri shed. Fortunately
they were able to survive, prosper , and develop a
distinctive culture in North America, which is most
noticeable in southeastern Pennsylvania.
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Because of the necessarily small scale required of the maps included in this article, the vast territory encompassed by the stu dy,
the extensive time frame invol ed in the in estigation, and the numerous boundary changes involved during this long period, most
boundaries are approximate and generalized . Moreover, the graphic
limitations cause some localities to be shown only for general
orientation, particularly on Figures 10 and 11 . Furthermore, the
various cartographic restrictions have resulted in the decision not to
prepare re isions of Figures 1 and 2.
One community of central importance in this study was sometimes
called Habstetten but is consistently referred to as Thun (see Figure 6).
The present-day cities of Montbeliard and euchatel were respectively called Mumpelgart and euenburg (see Figu re 9).
Markirch is now called te Marie aux Mines (see Figures 6,7 , and 9).
Hesse Cassel has experienced many subdivisions and boundary
changes such as Hesse Darmstadt, Waldeck, etc. (see Figures 2 and
10). For further information, see H ostetler, Amish Society.
Boundaries of these subdivisions and se eral others are not shown.
Galacia, part of southern Poland, and Volhynia, across the border
in U.S.S. R. , are literally beyond the extent of the maps and no
attempt has been made to show their boundaries (see Figures 10 and
II).
Finally, it should be noted that directional (diffusion) routes and
Amish intra-Eu ropean migration routes are only generalized directionall ines. Because of the map scale and thus to avoid map cluttering and confusion for the reader, directional lines of Ami sh migrations to America are deliberately omitted by the writer.
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FRANKLIN'S LOST MAP
OF GERMANTOWN,
MASSACHUSETTS
by KARL 1.R. ARNDT
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From Philadelphia on September 27, 1750, Benjamin
Franklin wrote his brother John in Boston: "We shall
look over the Town Plan tomorrow (Mr. Etter and I)
and if I can think of any Thing that may be advantageous, shall advise." On November 26, 1753, John
Franklin from Boston wrote to his brother Benjamin
Franklin in Philadelphia: "I can only Tell you that
your Buildings Go on as fast as Can be Expected that a
Tenent has spoke for one of them and that he designed
to Write you about the Dutch stoves which will be
wanted." These two quotations from The Papers oj
Benjamin Franklin ' provide the initial evidence for the
Franklin interest in almost forgotten Germantown,
Massachusetts, with which I wish to deal here and for
which I will provide some new descriptive material.
The Mr. Etter named above will be mentioned again
as important evidence in connection with the town plan
of Germantown, but at the beginning let it be known
that, although he was a Tory during the Revolution and
left Boston for Halifax with the British troops in March
1776, he had named a son born in 1752, Franklin Germanus, which is an indication of his unhappy later state
of a divided love and loyalty . As a German Lutheran,
for Massachusetts wanted only German Protestants to
settle in the state, he favored obedience to the established
British government, but as a resident of Boston he
shared with others the great admiration held for the
internationally highly respected Benjamin Franklin of
Philadelphia . Yet, how did it happen that Benjamin
Franklin became involved in a locality named Germantown in Massachusetts?

S:,UUNr

The

l.i.

1750.

PEN~SYL\'AN1A

CDlltc:r.i,'1 the FrrjIxfl ,M-

Masthead oj Franklin's Pennsylvania Gazette which
appeared jor sale the day Franklin wrote the letter to his
brother as in text.

On August 8, 1750, John Quincy of Braintree,
Massachusetts, leased to John Franklin, Norton Quincy,
and Peter Etter, all of Boston, and Joseph Crellius of
Philadelphia, approximately 100 acres at Shed's Neck,
Braintree, with an option to acquire full title. 1 The
Bostonians and the Philadelphian planned to establish a
glass works and to import German workmen to operate
the same, and beyond that to layout their property as a
real estate subdivision which they called Germantown.
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Benjamin Franklin acquired some lots in this town
which was developed by his brothers and with his help
e pecially to attract German immigrants to the Bosto n
area, in part al 0 to divert them from overpopulating
Philadelphia.
The hi tory of Germantown , Massachu setts, is relatively unknown to the hi storians of Massachu setts,
a lthough it is recorded under the hi story of Quincy and
New Braintree rather than under the name of Germantown/ but there was a map of the town which was on
exhibit in Philadelphia to attract German immigrants
there, which is unknown to Mas achusett hi storian
and i 10 t. A detailed description of thi s map, however, wa published in Die Lancasterische Zeitung, the
German-American newspaper at Lancaster, on March
25, 1753, and neither Brigham nor Arndt and 01 on had
located a copy when their books were publi hed. ·
It was my good fortune to find a copy in the Wiirttemberg Hauptstaatsarchiv in Stuttgart, the only extant
copy. It had been ent there to attract Swabian immigrants to Germantown, Ma achu ett , for the de cription is mo t inviting. Thi i the comp leted town plan
mentioned by Benjamin i-ranklin above. From this
rare copy I tran late:
" H ereby everyone i info rm ed that the new city
Germantown, located 13 mile by water or land from
Bo ton in New England, ha now been full y ur eyed
and laid out. It lie between two navigable water
which meet at the end of the place, one i ca ll ed Weymouth and the other Brandery R iver. The e two river
urround the place a lm ost comp letely and at the time of
ebbtide or outflow there are 23 to 25 and at high tide up
to 35 feet of water in the chan nel. The town i laid o ut
and prepared for trad e, crafts, and indu try, for which
it is a advantageou ly situated a any place ca n be. It
lies in a straight line with all the citie an d village which
lie south-east by south from Bo ton, uch as Weymouth ,
Hanover, Pl ymouth , etc., ye until way o ut to the foothills called Cape Cod. It li e between Brandery,
Abington, Weymouth , and Nanta ket, which loca li ties
almost all were settled before Bosto n , Pl ymouth bein g
the oldest settled place in all New England, and about 27
miles from Germantown and 40 from Bo ton. From
this it may easily be seen how many people will be
using this town, for only five miles around the town are
8 churches, and 1800 families are counted, all of which
live very near. From this it can easily be estimated how
many people must be living at a distance of to to 12
miles distance. The town lies five to six miles distant
from the open sea, but in spite of this, one finds the
best sweet water when one digs down 20 feet. And
although the place is entirely flat and 120 years ago was
a farmer's estate, various sweet springs have been found
on it. The town has been laid out both for adornment
and beauty as well as for comfort. All streets are
straight according to the compass. The market place is
almost in the middle, entirely square and contains about
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4 acres of land. On the four corners of the market
place there are two places for churches and two reserved
for schools. Twelve streets meet at the market place,
four 60 feet and eight 50 feet broad. Coming Spring
these will be planted with linden trees which are hourl y
ex pected from London. All lots are laid out regularl y.
The corn er lots are the shortest and 30 feet from the
front, others 26 and 22 feet, the narrowest are 20 feet
broad in front and 160 feet long. Everyo ne who gets
o ne or two lo ts is obliged within a year's time to build a
house which is worth at least 25 pounds Sterling, but in
front at the street no one mu st build less than two stories
high. And whoever is unable immediately to build a
hou se, let him first build a kitchen, which will be figured
as hou e. A lot pays 5 shillings ground rent."
The report about Germantown, Massachu setts, continue with the assurance that the deeds are absolutely
and eternally safe. Eight hou ses were built the past
autumn and during the coming summer a considerable
number more will be built. Thirty-two water and 114
house lot have a lready been taken over, but the best
lot are by no mean taken, not even the half. A common wharf ha already been built. Boards and sto nes
are cheaper than in Ph iladelphia and masons , carpenters
and tile ma on are in demand, yes, all craftsmen will
find help becau e the ociety i trying to help all crafts
alo ng. Tho e who are interested in obtaining lots can
do 0 by applying to Jonathan William or orton
Quincy, merchant in Bo ton. Anyone who wants
further information ma y obtain it at the German Book
P rinter in Philadelphia and there ee the town plan and
talk about it with William Frank lin, who vi ited the
town ix week ago . Those who have difficulty with
Engli h hould either write to or isit P eter Etter, tocking weaver in Bo ton, who ca n an wer anyone in name
of the ocielY. In ew York information is to be had
from the tanner Joh a nn e Houtz living there, who also
has een the place. S
offered 100 or 105 a re of land a a pre ent in eternity,
without ever ha ing to pay for it. A single male of 21
yea r of age will be co unted a a hou ehold. The land
toward the ea t ha already been settled in three different area by German and is as good a the be t land in
America. The e peopl e will be given all kind of
further a i tance a well. All further in fo rmation
might be obtained from the place mentioned abo e.
Thi tempting advertising of a town laid out pecifically for German immigrant wa but a token fulfillment of earlier German Massachu ett immigration
propaganda which I found in the Wurflembergische
Hauptstaatsarchiv in Stuttgart. In 1751 Ma achusett
was actively interested in competing with orth Carolina
for the superfluity of German immigrant in Philadelphia. A broad ide i ued in German in this matter
stated that the government of New England working
with various private individual had decided to make
several hundred thou and acres of land available for

crman scttlcrs at cr) acceplable ondill n. II I
P intcd out thaI 80 Ion i mu h nearer and ner a
bCllcr markcI than
onh arollna, and has a much
bctter climate.
he land will be given eulers and Iheir heir free in
eternity, becau e the figurc thaI it is to their ad\antage
to give away half of their land to sClller \~h \\ill impr ve it and thus in rea e the \alue of that \\hich they
keep . Th e settlers \\ ill ha\e to clear awa) the fore t
but that will be an ad antageou Income, becau e the}
can noat the log to 80 ton, thu . ma\..lng a g d 11\ Ing
until their farm can pr duce crop. .
soon a
0
fami li e of erman ha e sell led in a to\\ n hiP, Ihe
immediately ha e the right to end a repre entati\ c to
the assembly.
ach to nship \\ill be alloted 200 acre
of land for a mini ter of the Go pel and 200 for a chool
teacher, but otherwi e the ellier mu t uppon them.
For further information the erman are referred to
Mr . J o eph rell iu in rch treet, Ph iladelphia. The
clo ing entence of thi invitation to sellie in
e\\
' ngla nd extends the good hope that free tran ponation
to ew ng la nd will be provided to tho e German
willin g to e ttl e in
ew
ngland. Thi kind of
Ma achu se tt a d ert i ing a not onl di tributed in
Penn ylva ni a but a l oin
lirllemberg, then the main
ource of German emig ration to merica.
In March 1753 Gen eral Waldo made a well-planned
propaga nda tour of German land to get German to
emigrate to Mas achu ell. In hi well-publi hed public
tatement he frankly attacked the di hone t cheme of
other emigration agent and then ga e hi 0\ n carefull y
outlined and per ua i e ly pre emed plan. From the e
A BR I EF ONTE T OF TH
I
I R UMTA
E AND
ONDITIO
0
G
THE S TTLEMENT OF
OREIG
TANT
THE PROVI C
M
BAY I N
EW E NG LA D
D E
BROAD BAY with an appended EXT R
SEA CO TRA T OF 175 1 are reprinted in German
on page 50 of m y book George Rapp 's Separatisl .
German settler are granted the ame right that other
enjoy and a soo n a 120 familie ha e ettled the may
elect a representative to the government. The go ernment only demand of the e 120 familie that they call a
Protestant mini ter a their pa tor \ ithin fi e years and
upport him. Liberal land gra nt are provided for
individua l , the parson, the c hurch, and the choo l.
T he weekly menu of the ship contract i outlined and the
promi e given that all pa enger and their baggage are
to be put o n land in Bo ton. The pre entation i very
effective a nd the documentation mo t impress ive. 6
In co ncl usio n , a few observation which thi s resea rch
a nd life in Mas achu etts have impres ed upon me.
O ne need but c heck the Ii t of document dealing with
the histo ry of immigration to Mas achu etts in the
M assac husetts State A rchive to be impre ed during the
perio d of thi resea rch wit h the emphasis placed upon a

erman immi rant. Thae
arc c\cn rc
\cnng Lharge for cndin_ emi rant
ba
I Ireland, \~ h b}
han e r dc ign had
tailed I n t i c Ihe P
T.\ T empha I
n
Immlgrali n.
da), a ) u dm e fr m ermanl \~ n,
Penn) I\'anla I \~ rd ermant \\ n, \I a a -hu ell ,) u
\\111,
n aflcr lca\ln
nnc II UI, be \\d- med b)
ign dlrc ling y u t Ihe \I a a hu ell
urnpl e. II
) mb I I Ihe hat f Ihe Pr Ie lant PUfllan , \\ h e
de cendanl f ughl Ihe \'allant baltic 10 ecp :-' Ia
chu ell . free from Iri h P per), bUI Ihe dt!feal f all
Ihelr eff rt I na hed al ) ou on lantl} a ) u dm c n
b) the fre h In hath II green \\ hi h ha repla ed Ihe
omb r bla \.. n Ihe Id Puman hal. !\Ia a hu ell i
no\\ run b) Ihe In h atholi ,bul before y urea h
ermanto\\ n or 80 ton, you \\ ill pa Ihr ugh r ncar
hrew bur) binhplace of the anti-bab) pill, Ihe mo I
eriou threal that the Iri h green in la a hu etl ha
yet encountered, de pite the on e incredible but mu h
elebrated 80 ton \i it of H i Holine H im elf.
it
wa I ri h atholici m \\ hich impl outbred the \\ ealthy
but life-weary
ankee Prote tam of l a achu ett
(plea e read anta ana' The La t Puritan, before ou
di pute me!) and triumphant I painted a cheerful and
life-welcoming Iri h green 0 er the pallor of the
Prote tant Puritan hat, 0 the hre\ bury pill i threateni ng to undo the rule of the Iri h green in a achu ell ,
and a future ge neration \ ill probabl
ee the o ri gina l
black re tored to the Pro te tant Puritan hat b a jo ou
people, bred in hard hip lik e the Iri hand erma n,
\ ho refu e to accept ei ther the pill or any other form of
life-killi ng intellecLUali m, but \ ho imply and e r
natural! \ ant to Ii e and propagate and out of thi 10 e
of nature \ ill re LOre the black on the Pur itan hat
'becau e black i beautiful."
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PLAY ALTERNATIVES FOR THE LONE CHILD:
COMMERCIALIZATION AND INNOVATION
by CANDACE HEATH
London Bridge is jailing down,
Falling down, jailing down .
London Bridge isjalling down,
My jair lady.
Street and schoo lyards have ru ng with the laughing
voices of children si nging this so ng-game for centurie ;
yet, what of the isolated child who ha never had
the opportunity to play among other children until
taning school? While it may be inconceivab le to mo t
people that any five-year-old would not be familiar
with this song a nd the game that accompanies it,
such i indeed the ca e with many a rural chi ld or an only
child without acces to groups of playmate to receive
expo ure to these traditional chi ldren' games.
Is the " lone" * child deprived because of this lack of
contact with other children and the oral tradition
universally known a nd played? Or is it paradoxically
an advantage in disguise for forming a more innovative
and creative per onality?
The next few page will not try to prove or di sprove either theory, but merely offer some ideas and
personal experience to spur the reader on to co nsi deration of the effects on a child of so litary pla y envi ronment.
Since Plato, man has recogni zed the need for play as a form of release, relaxation, self-exp ression , sati faction of cravings, and si mple enjoymenl. Man y
psychologi sts and folklorist ha ve spent their Ii fetimes
researching and theorizing about play and ga mes. Five
main theories have evolved from their finding: \) the
surplu s energy theory, 2) the recreation theory, 3) the
instinct-practice theory, 4) the recapitulation theory,
and 5) the latest, the self-express ion th eory. I (Before
explaining these theories and their relevance, it should
be noted that play is not an isolated phenomenon,
but an integral part of a person's life, and therefore
cannot be interpreted apart from otht!r facets of life.)
First, the surplus energy theory, advocated by Schiller
and Spencer, claims that play is a release of the
excess muscular energy that children possess because
they do not have to struggle in the job world and be
anxious over problems as their parents do. The apparent criticism of this theory is that it reduces play to
an aimless expenditure of energy, which is certainly
not the case. Also, it is characteristic of children that
they would play from dawn into the night if they were
permitted - even starving slum children, who definitely
would not possess any "excess" energy .
·Used throughout to denote not a character trait, but a physical
state - playing alone (or perhaps with one sibling) because of rural
living or being an only child.
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The seco nd theory is the recreation theory, first
suppo rted by Lord Kames a nd others. It claims that
play "recuperates and restores the mentally a nd physically tired." 2 This is somew ha t the reverse of the surplu energy theory in that play is considered a form of
relaxation for the weary, as opposed to a release of
pent-up energy. The recreation theory points out the
need for big-mu scle activities after prolonged concentration, analysis, and monotonous repetition (e.g., midmorning recess for children at school). This theory is
lacking in that it does not acco un t for the pleasure
derived from intellectual play, such as crossword puzzle
and card games.
The third theory, proposed by Karl Groos, promotes
in tinct as the motivating factor in play. This insti nct-practice theory advocates that play is necessa ry
for the development of higher intelligence. Mitchell
and Ma on, play researcher, state, " ... play leads to
a mastery of the physical self and develops the coordination which lead to general physical efficie ncy in adulthood." ) They al 0 point out that the imitation of
urrounding adults and a lso association toward them i
a very important part of a chi ld 's play.
Fourth, the recapitulation theory exp lain playas a
re ult of biological inheritance. F. Stanley H all theorized that each chi ld pa es through a eries of tage
that recapi tul ate the culture "epochs" of the history of
man - animal, savage, nomadic, agricultural, and tribal Ii fe tage .
eedle
to ay, this theory eems
rather far-fetched and hard to pro e.
The final theory of play i sti ll evolving and reflect the seemin gly progressive more of our ociety.
it ha been coined as the " el f-expression theory. "
According to thi chool of thought, through play the
child "seek to live, to u e his abilities to expres
hi per onality."· It also notes the tendency of children toward com pen atory play - imagination, daydreaming, and fanta y. This theory make play mainly
p ychological and perhaps too introspective.
From the studies on play, it can be surmised that
there are certain outstanding influence working on the
child, both intrinsic and extrinsic. First, there are the
instincts within the child to run, jump, throw, and
climb . These are tempered by social pressures and
adult influences. Another major factor in a child's
play program is his environmental limitations. An Eskimo child could not possibly know or attempt to play
the same things as a Nigerian native could, and vice
versa.
A final influence to con ider i the universal wishe
of each person, developed by W. I. Thoma , which

a rc ma ni ested mo t !.trongly in c hildh od . rhc t: incl ud e thc \\Ish for ne\\ e.\penen ~ e, fo r e\,;uril \"
for rcs po nsc, and for rc og nition. There an: al
Ihe
wlshc!> for pa rt ic ipation and for the aesthelic o r beauII ful. '
-xamples o f th e e wi hes can be cen b) ob en Ing
a ny childre n at pla y.
nd th e lone chi ld I no e.\ ce pti o n. He de mo nstra te the necd fo r prell) Ihlng
a nd se urity. Hc ha no pro bl c m \ ith pa n i ipallon,
but ma y ha ve orn e pro bl cm findin g nc\\ expenencc
nd rcceivi ng are pon c or recogniti o n .
hc lo ne child
a lso ha the ins tinc ts to run and thro \\ a nd doc
the e thing without th e pe rmi io n o r reco mm end a tio n
of anyo nc.
T he lo ne ch ild ha , perhap , m o re cl o ely uper i ed
ad ult innu e ncc whi ch poss ibly com pen ate fo r th e la k
of ocia l p res urc.
itchell and
a o n cl a im that
"t hro ugh co ntact with the ocia l group in
hi ch he
li ve, ha bits a nd attitu d e a re fo rm ed in a n indi idual
whi ch ca u e hi play acti vities to be of the arne general
type a th o e o f o th ers in th e gro u p." 6 T hen, what of
th e chi ld that has no peer g ro up to shape hi play
ac tivi ti es?
J o hn Dewey fo und a so luti o n to thi s p rob lem in
tat ing that " it go es with o ut aying th a t o rigi nal, unlearned acti vity has its d isti ncti ve pl ace a nd that a n
importa nt one in conduct. " 7
0, alth o ug h the lo ne
child ma y no t have the average g ro up envi ro nment, hi s
play doe not suffe r as he ha s inn ate urge to d o
o rn e o f th e sa me thin gs ot he r do; however , t he lack
of ocia l interaction m a y a ffect the c hi ld ' s c ha racter
for ma tion a nd, later, hi s ability to fun c ti o n wi thi n
society. In concl usio n , th en, self-ex pressio n , in tinct,
a nd bio logica l theo ries are equa ll y a releva nt to the
tudy of lo ne ch ild ren 's pla ya to th e average grou p
chi ldren ' p lay.
Games and th e Lone C hild
Co nsidering the theories on instinc t a nd e lf-ex pre sio n , is it po ss ib le for a ch ild, lac king extensive con tact
with other c hild ren a nd t he traditions th ey pas o n
ora ll y, to develo p th e arne kind s a nd ty pes of game
as those child re n ?
Sa ra h Hun t a nd Et hel Cain , ed ucators who have
stud ied ga mes, exp lai n that " Folk games are traditi o nal
pa ttern of g ro up be havio r that have come through
the ages .. . It is when we ee him (man) in hi s
pa tim es, wh ere no disguise is necess ary , that we ee
him in hi s tru e state , a nd m ay best appraise his natural
disposition . " 8 There a re two tho ugh ts here concerning
the lone child. First, since g ro u p behavio r a nd lo ng
evolution a re necessar y for fo lk gam es , ' the lone child
has no form of folk games in his own stylized play.
But, secondly, the quote states t hat a perso n is in his
true, natural di sposition when participati ng in games;
therefore, it is not inconceivable t hat a c hild might
instinctively mimic actions or movements of such folk
games.

Il unl and ain al
p inl UI Ih I Imd r arne
(naturally \\ ilh variation) an be tr ed aro und the
\\ rid, and Ih t Ihe e ImJianlle are due to man'
ph)' I al rna e-up, I.e., t\\ O rm,
le~ ,
et ., \\ hlle the dlfferen e arc due I
nd
limate and emir nmenl.
belief and, In pan, t
, perhap If h lldren playing \ Jrluall) a lone
uld be
&1\ en the li me, the) \\ o uld un o n i u I) reate \ analion ofg me th a t bega n hundred, rn a -be e\ en th ua nd , of ea r ago, and \' o uld f 11 0 \\ the pa l tern
of a ll hild re n .
Th e o ri gi n of ga me are d pend e nl o n e \ !ling ,
tragic, o r o mi e enl ; u 10 m 0
ppl i abl e reli gi n
a nd po litic; fo lt-. tale , u tom ,a nd o mm o n 0 upatio n . 10
0, depe ndin g o n Ih e lo nc hild ' e \po ure
to tele\ i io n and to \\ ha t hi pa rent have impan ed
to him a bo ut reli gio n , fo lk tal e , e tc ., hi o wn pe ial ized ga me \ ill e 01 e.
a ll o i ' T heo r
alloi' heor y i that all gam e fall into four di iio n: mimi cry, competition, c hance, and ertigo . "
Th e e cia ifi cation are mo t comprehen i e et di cerning , and have been de ri ed from the \ ork of
men like Gut
ut h , Groo , Froebel, La nge, pencer,
Laza ru , a nd Hetheringto n . T hey \ ill be applied to
our co n ideratio n of the im ila rities in de elopm ent of
gro up and lone chi ldren ' ga me .
The mimicry cia sifica tion i evi de nced in the lo ne
child ' imitation of pa re nts o r o th er ad ul t. Fro m pero na l fie ldwork o n the pa n of the a uth o r , it \ as
ascertai ned tha t as lo ne c hildren , m o t of the peo pl e
in te rviewed had d res ed-up in pa re nts' o r g randparen t'
clot hing o r in purcha ed cos tum es - prete ndin g to be
uperh eroes , fa iry tal e a nd M a rche n c haracters, o r
impl y th eir fa m ily predecesso rs.
Iso, it wa interesting to no te t hat a ll of the interviewees ha d played
" hospita l," " schoo l," , church ," o r " res taurant " places a nd instit ut io ns o f which they had either hea rd
o r een.
Si nce the lo ne c hild ma y ha e o nl y a bro the r o r
si ter to pl ay with , competiti e ga mes d o no t eem to
be as evi de nt o r ex ten ive as they a re in gro up
c hildren 's pl ay. But they are certainl y present , usuall y
in the fo rm o f store-boug ht box gam e, where competitio n a nd victor y are the mai n o bjectives. Also, the
in formants questioned usually had contests wi t h their
siblings to see who could run the fa stest, catch the most
fi sh , hurl a rock the farthest, etc.
Games of c hance do not seem to be p revalent
a mong non-grou p chi ldre n , un less, agai n, o ne co nide r b o ugh t games a nd cards. T he o nl y hyp othesis
this writer can fo rmulate fo r thi s pheno m eno n is that
in the gro u p envi ro nm ent t here is pressure o n a child
to be the best o r the winn er, a nd of co urse there is
not as much pressure o n a lone child fo r provi ng
himself or being daring. Perhaps this also accoun ts
fo r the minimal interest in games of competition.
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Play
Name of

" H oSpital"

Informant

" Nurse"

"Doctor"
Larry and

Candee
Anita

X

Jackie

X

Myra

X

Carol

Enk

Pl ay
"School"

Pretend ·

"Chu rch"

Journeys

Hikes,

Creative
Iself·madel
Toys

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Friends

X

X

X

Dressing Up

X

Pets

X

Extensive
Play wi
Bouq ht Toys

Extensive
TV
V1er'lng

X

farm
animals

X

X
X

X
X

Imaginary

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

afT/piing of Play Acril'iries: Th e above charI ho w Ihe dislnbulion of play activlfies of Ihe six " lone" children (all bul Erik are now young adults
of college age) interviewed. Frolll these fact, il can be deterlllined lilatlll ost children who play alone seem 10 play Ihe same Ihings- these moslly
being imitative aClivitie or illlaginative and crealive ones. II may also be nOled Ihal Ihe activilies of Ihe earlier generalion (Ihe firsl five subjecls)
lean //lore toward Ihecreative with les reliance on television , while Erik (age 3) ha praclically no imaginalive play but relies heavily on commercialized play and lelevi ion viewing. Furlher infonnalion 017 Ihe fnfonnalll lIIay be found in Ihe Appendix.

With regard to activitie indu cin g vertigo, a ll ch ild re n
are alike. Rural c hildren ee a tree in the a me li ght
a an urban child - what' the ea ie t way to ge t to
the top and wing up ide down o n a bran ch? Lon e
children al 0 go to fair and ca rni va l where the ride
pin them or hak e them or whirl them until they are
completely di zzy and di oriented.
ven twirling in
their own back yard accompli he the same feeling.
Po tulation co ncern ing alloi' divi ion of ga me
are that mimi cry and vertigo playa major rol e in the
rural and lone children' pla y, while competition
and chance are pre ent, but to a Ie er degree. Perhap, then, thi indicates that elf-expre ion i of more
concern to the lone child than competing and daring .

Effect of Modern Co mm ercia lizatio n
In the pa t quarter-century, all our live have been
definitely altered by that peculiar American phenomenon, commercialization.
ot a moment goe by that
we are not a ssa iled with the co mmercial effect of
televi ion, radio, magazine, etc.
at ura ll y, thi ha
had an effect on the lone chi ld - an ever-increa ing
effect, a wi ll be hown.
In co lonial and pion eer da y, c hildren were u uall y
very i olated and had to rely mainl y on hom e- made
toys and imagination . Their lives were hard a nd filled
with chores and tasks from which a little time to
relax and play was a welcome relief. Play in the
microcosm of the farm con isted of exploring the
animals and surrounding land and perhaps making
up hero stories. Fishing and hunting were also form
of recreation, as well a vital to survival. For the
girls, rag or corn-husk dolls were the main instruments
of enjoyment. Also, "dress-up" wa another pa time relying more on the tate of mind of being a
queen, or a beautiful debutante, than upon the actual
outfit. Small boys would whittle whistle or guns
or other miniatures of possessions of their fathers .
Even in our twentieth century, on the farms and in
rural areas these same pastimes are often enjoyed.
Of the rural informants questioned, fishing, catching
tadpoles and fireflies , 12 taking · bologna and ketchup
sa ndwiche on a safari to the wilds of Borneo in
the backyard, I J and dressing up are still played
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frequently.
In the past decade, especially, television has had a
terrific impact on the lone child. Television program s
lik e" apt. Kangaroo, " "Romper Room," and "Sesame treet," and the "Muppets" have taken the place
o f playmates for the lone child, and he can vicariously
receive the benefit of play with other children.
Whether this growing reliance on television is to the
advantage or detriment of the child is dependent on
the individual, but thi writer feel s that it is stunting
the imagination and creative abilities of all children.
Commercialization and its effects on the lone child
are al 0 evident in the toys, games, and crafts being
marketed yearly. E pecially at Christmastime are the
c hildren deluged with TV commercial and advertisement trying to ell this now exciting action game, or
the late t and greatest Super X-Ray Gun. And since
parents are economically more affluent and perhaps
want to co m pen ate for the lack of other children to
play with, they bu y the toy. While such toys may not
adequately replace the oral tradition of neighborhood
children , they do provide an exciting means for spending time. Troll ,14 Barbie doll, and play hou e IS
were popular fifteen years ago, while all sorts of guns
and Batman and Star Wars equipment are pre ently
the rage . 16
From the above, it might seem that commerciaiization i taking over and perhap harming the lone child,
but hopefully there i till opportunity for creativity
and innovation on hi part.
Art a nd the C reative C hild
A personal theory developed through thi present
fieldwork is that tho e children who play alone or
perhap with just a brother or iter grow to be
oriented toward the art, i.e., painting and crafts,
dance, drama, and other forms of communication and
self-expression. (This doe not mean that such is true
of all lone children, or that all arti tic people played by
themselve ; it just seem to be an indication from personal
re earch that this theory hold true.) Thi may be due
to the fact that the lone child ha to rely on hi own
imagination and creativity, and the e proclivitie carry
over into adulthood.

cardb oard - aced broom en ing a~ dan c partner
o r ho rse; " pai nt ing ro s for gi ts; inno\ating a car
o r a ho u e fro m th e 0 a cu hions; " and ImagInary
fri end s with such intr iguing name a P ungl,
ho\\
ein , Be, S chunk , a nd in 'a re JU t a c\\ c\ample
o f p tim es crea ted by lo ne children.
pen cer beli e ed th at th ere i a clo e relation hIp
bctween art and pla y a nd that, th rough play and art
activity, th e indi vidu a l impro e in ab il it) to function.'
The previ o u info rm a tio n te nd to upho ld thi
onjecture; ex ten i e art-pla y acti ities of the lone child
eem to de elop that pa rt of hi per ona lity whi h
make him mo re able to functio n in the creative art .
To quote
oeth e, it may well be ai d of the lone
chil d that " Tal ent is produ ced in o litu de ... "
In summ a ry, man ha al way rea li zed there i a ba ic
necd for play and ha a lway had urge to j ump ,
run, throw, and hang; th e rea o n a re no t full y und erLOod, bu t this is not rea lly important LO th e child ho
is playin g, un aware that there hould be a rea on.
A child 's games a nd activities are influenced by in stincti ve cra vings , socia l pressu res a nd adults, restriction s of the enviro nmen t, and uni ersal wi shes.
For the lo ne child , fo r who m traditiona l fo lk game
are unknown o r impossibl e to pl ay beca u e of the lack
of participants, ori ginal ga mes and perha ps va riatio ns
of older games are th e a ltern a ti ve.
Commerciali zation , es peciall y televisio n , i having a
greater and greater influence o n today's lo ne chi ldren
and may be destroying their d esi re a nd a bili ty to p retend and create. Tel evi sion progra ms a nd modern toys
eliminate the need to be innovati ve by a ffo rding vicariou s companionship to the lone child . Wh ether this recent trend will continue or children will return to the
more nature-oriented activities of even a decade ago remains to be seen .
Art and play have a very close relationship ; it
seems that children who play without the influence of
their peers tend to be more innovati ve and creati ve,
probably because necessity forces them to develop earl y
this facet of their character .
There may be drawbacks to thi s situation, though .
Since the lone child is used to self-express ion and is
unaccustomed to being around and interacting with
other children, the social side of his character formation may be adversely affected. Sportsmanship, generosity, extrovertedness, and like traits may all suffer
to some degree because of this lack of interaction .
There is a belief that the rural child is better off
than the city child because he has vast space in which
to play. But he may be as badly off because, although
he has space in which to play, he may not have anyone
to play with. The rural/ only child, according to
Mitchell and Mason, needs some group play "because
of its social value. He is reticent, shy, and narrowminded unless he can be brought into friendl~l contact
with other youngsters of his age." 2 1
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APPENDIX
Informants

Anita Greggs, a student at Grove City College.
Illinois, age 2 1, of Englis h descent.

Resid es in Chicago,

Larry Heath and parents (Jeane and William), ages 22 , 54 , and 59,
res pectively, and of Engl is h and German d escen t.
Jack ie H ochard, a student at Gro ve City College. Resides in North
Huntington , Pennsylvania, age 19 , adopted, onJy child .
Carol Jerrehian, a student at Grove C ity College. Resides in Malvern , ew Jersey, age 20, of Armenian descent.
Erik Jespersen, of Butler , Pennsylvania, age 3, of Ukranian and
Swedish descent.
Myra Rusinko, a student at Grove City College. Resides in Pittsburgh , Pennsylvania , age 20, of Russian descent .
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A WEISENBERG
REMINISCENCE
by WILLIAM J. RUPP (1911-1966)
Edited by TIMOTHY C. RUPP

This harve ting scene wa recorded circa 1923 by
Irwin L. Ebert at Ziegel's Church in Wei en berg
Township, Lehigh County. From 1919 to 1930 Ebert
served Ziegel's Church in a multiplicity of roles:
organi t, sexto n, cemetery caretaker, gravedigger, and
farmer of the church's land . In thi photograph he has
captured, both implicitly and explicitly, the most profound of dramas: that of Nature, of life and death, of
time and generation. A momentary pau e from the
heat and toil of early ummer serves as a vivid reminder
of how for more than two centurie both ch urch and
farm have been central to the culture of the Pennsylvania Germans.
The farmer pictured here, Clarence W. Rupp (18891957), had driven hi team of horse and binder from his
nearby farm to assi st Ebert with the wheat harvest. An
observer of keen intere t that day, sta nding somewhere
off camera, was William J. Rupp, then about twelve
years old; he had come with hi s father to help Ebert and
his wife with the shocking of the wheat.
More than four decades later, and only eight months
before his sudden death, William Rupp put to paper for
his children and grandchildren hi s reminiscences of that
day in the wheat field, leaving us with the following
nostalgic and almost plaintive documentary. TCR-1981.
.. . The horses were, from left to right, (1) Our old
Prince, who was ours for as long as I can remember,
until the day in the late 1920s when he fell in a field,
could not get up, and had to be shot; (2) Our old Dick,
our buggy horse, who was gentle and mild and faithful,
always a reliable and steady worker, who died at home
in the barn while I was away in college; (3) Ebert's horse
[Scot]. Prince was rather irritable at times and could
be quite stubborn; he had a mind of his own and so got
many a loud lecture from my father. He was big and
strong, could do heavy work if he could be convinced
that he should. He was easily excited and then became
hard to manage. Still I managed to use him in the
cultivator, working him singly. Dick was always
friendly and kind, worked very hard, seemingly worked
to be praised. He was "old faithful" himself. He
was hitched into the yocht-slidda' because he was steady
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and a good shtroosa-goul. 2 Prince was too shusslich 3
for that. Both were used in the heavy sleigh, the top
spri ng wagon, and the heavy farm wagons. The way
our two horses held their heads in this photograph is
typical of their disposition, Prince up, Dick down!
My father was about thirty-four years of age at this
time, twenty years younger than I am now [1966]! The
straw hat is typical of those worn by him.
The binder was an old " Bonnie Johnson" which my
father bought second-hand at the Sassaman sale in
Seipstown where he bought Dick ("der Sassamans goul"),
and on whose farm he became a tenant farmer in 1911,
at the time I was born. This binder was used hard in
our fields and in many neighbors' fields planted in rye,
wheat, oats, and buckwheat, until the late 1930s when
my father hired others with a combine to do the harvesting and threshing in the field.' It was my constant
job to follow this binder, carry the sheaves, and help to
erect it on its two removable wheels for transport from
farm to farm. I knew every inch of that binder and
its workings, as well as I knew the ways of the team.
Just over the head of Ebert's horse one can see the
roof of es dota-heisel, S a little old shed on the old
cemetery. Supposedly coffins were set in it to await
burial or grave-opening during bad weather. To me it
was always a fearsome thing although it Lhcn housed only
tools and debris. It was razed many years ago.
Note the rail fences along the field and in the background along what is now the macadam road. In the
background also are the two long rows of horse-sheds,
one running from far left to far right, the other only
half as long. In these we played while in school. 6 Note
the boxwoods and cedars in the newer cemetery, now all
destroyed. In the woods one can see some tall dead
Keshda-shtonga' remaining. The blight had killed
these some ten years earlier. . .. Note also the old
toilets and an apple tree along the road. Over the head
of Prince one can see the giant oak at the west end of the
churchyard ....
The church building is the fifth on the site, this one
built within the burned out walls of the fourth.8 My
parents were confirmed in the fourth church a few years
before it burned down, and ( was confirmed in this

building whi ch till stands.
round it are the tree~
beneath which we children pla)'ed at chool and at
church fes tival .
ot i ible are the bIg clump of old
giant boxwood in the corner of the old cemetery JU t
behind the hor e ,the POt aid to be the ite of the
ori gina l tile-roofed, log structure built in 1750. The e
boxwood were dest royed prior LO 1950.
-very bit of thi photograph i full of meaning for
me, and I know thaI you can appreciate .... hy I \\ould
trea ure it.
All i go ne now a e a fe\\ tree, the
tombstone, and the church building, and many happ)
mcmoric !
JR I 24 / 66

E R, BASKETMAKER: A VIG
by Timothy . Rupp
photograph by Ir win L. Ebert

THIS IS MY BIRTHRIGHT
The lines are fallen unto me in pleasa nt places; yea, I
have a goodly heritage.
- Psalm 16:6

ON THIS LAND
by the REV. WILLIAM JAMES RUPP
On this land ,-here is my heart and home!
The long meadow with its giant willows and the tall
tulip poplar set against the western winds. .. The lazy,
winding creek with the alder thickets and elderberry
bushes along the way. .. The cat-tails in the lower
swamp, the fish dams and the lil y ponds. .. The
higher ground, retreating from the meadows, where
stood a long row of bee-hives. .. The old orchard
where once a boy filled his pail with Belle of Georgias
before taking the cows to pasture in the uplands.
This is my land,-the land where my fathers died!
The wild daffodils coming back every spring to how me
the borders of an old garden which the ancestral
mother tended two centuries ago. .. The quince trees
and a wild rosebush planted near an old log house by
children of another generation. .. On the slope above
an ancient spring the remains of that log house, and of

\
In Ie, II hI, onc ·hor <: ICI h u cd lo r 1;1 I Ira\c:I bUI ubJ ' 1 10
0\ crt urn e<1.>11 bo:au"<! II hafl "3: 011 110 Ihe dmcr' Ide I cnJ Ie
Ihe hone 10 run In one palh ;lIread made b\ I" h rse ICl~
\\ J R
,
Ircel hor c - ·d .
n leady, nCf\OU . or hlgh.,lrung . - · d .
o Rupp al 0 ulIllled
uSlOm blndcring and barn Ihre hlng a laic a
19-19
'd,
I Ilcrali) "lillie hou\e: of Ihe dead . " - 'd
'The \chool building IS localed acro, Ihe road dlr II) opp \lIe the:
church's facade, but it is not ho"n here: - d
he tnut pole . d
'The fourth building ";I ,truc by lightning In 190
The thIrd
building had been destroyed by fIre In I
- 'd ,

Ba ketmaker J hn H . Brunner (I ~ - I 9 2), repairer
of the old and maker of the ne\\, wa phOl graphed
\ ith hi schl1lt;:,elballk b) In\ in
ben, ir a I _9, at
Brunner' home near Ziegel'
hurch, Wei enberg
To .... n hip, Lehigh ount. The photographer' brief
caption de ribed Brunner a "hale and heart), ... in
hi 5th year and next ear in October it \\ ill be 50 ear
ince he and hi v ife [Ro a) \\ere married."
The Re.
illiam J . Rupp (1911-1966) kne\\ John
and " Ro ie" Brunner intimately from hi earlier ear
on hi parent' nearby farm. The following hand\ ritten in lruction \ a found among hi pri ale paper
e eral year after hi death:
Take it easy! John Brunner took all day to clean
and poli h his gallon kero ene can, all day to walk
10 the mill wilh hi two-wheeled cart, all day 10
find a suitable piece of while oak for ba kelmaking. II look lime to do a thing right and well!
Take it easy! Take time to do a job right!
the blacksmith's shop, and of the old barn.
And
under a lordly willow the log hut where once the weaver
pounded his loom.
This is my native land! The red-headed woodpecker
at home in the old Baldwin, and the sparrow hawks in
the giant chestnut behind the barn. .. The killdeer
making his noisy flight from one hillside to another, and
Bob White calling from a fence po t. .. At the far end
of a field a wild cherry tree toward which a boy once
headed hi s team when turning the first furrow in
spring plowing. .. The old worm fences, shelter for
the phea ant and the quail. .. In every field the great
old chestnuts, lonely sentinel s against the sky. .. Along
every fence row the wild yellow apples so good for
cider. .. The woodchuck at home in the forsythia and
ramblers along the lane, and the cotton-tail keeping
house in the old rail pile.
Tills is my native land, rich and good! Land of the
walnut and oak, stretching away to the blue hills in the
northwest. .. The rolling fields of buckwheat and rye,
of wheat and corn and oats. .. The old pasture bright
with its goldenrod and Queen Anne's lace. .. The
woodlot, scene of labors through many a hard winter's
day, bright with Mayapples and wild azaleas in the
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pring.
The tall teeple beyond the trees, the church
of my father, and my church. ..
10 e to it the oneroom choolhouse, and nearby the ancient oak neath
who e heltering hade we children played .
And now, father in the field with hi team just as he
wa wont when we were young, but moving slowly
and bent with the year. .. Mother, tired and worn,
till in her garden with her flower and peppers and
bean and ground cherrie . .. A better house now,
with tall pine holding up the ky, and hrubbery over
the paciou lawn . . . A new barn and new hed , the
high line coming in over the hill , and a broad highway
running down the valley. .. New planting of pine
and che tnut et again t the contoured hill. . . The
heard waiting for milking time and the flock anxiou to
be fed. . . Thi i home!
Thi land, thi good earth i my mother, and the
mother of u all, - given to u to love, to dre and to
keep! On thi land, here i my heart, my home and my
hope! Thi i my ong and my joy!

*******

"On This Land " wa writlen in 1955 . It has appeared in th e
" Pennsylvania Farmer, " in "Town and ountry hurch, " and in
other publi cations . It i now printed for the author' fri end, and fo r
the member of his pari h , Zwingli Reformed hurch, ouderto n,
Penn ylvania , and is dedicated to the memory of hi father , larence
William Rupp, 1889- 1957 .
ouderton, Penn ylvania
December, 1959

D R AIR HT GRI HTDA WG
Luke 2: 1-20
(wie die alta e al fertzaelt hen tzu da kinner)
(a the old folk told it to the children)
Long, long tzurick im alta lond i e mol ae tzeit 0
weit kumma 0 der kaenich g' awt hut die gon welt
mi t getoxt werra!
o i aile men h gonga fer ei nawma awgevva, yader hame noch em alta hteddel wuh ' harrkumma
wor .
Der Jo eph i aw gonga, fom hteddlicha Naazaret in
Gallilea noch em David einra htadt , Bedlahame in
Judea, so 0 er un die Maria, ei fraw, ihra nawma
awgevva kenta, mitdem 0 der Jo eph fon da haemet un
familia fom alta Kaenich David kumma wor.
Now die Maria wor om worta fer ihr air ht bayvi un
ihr tzeit wor uff. So, die weil os ie in Bedlahame
wora, hut sie ihr air ht kindt uff die welt gebrucht. Es
wor en boo, un die mutter hut ihn hae eigewickelt in

longa glaeder un hut ihn in en fuderdrowg gelaegt drous
in da sheier weil gore ken blotz wor fer die familia im
gross a h6us .
In sella nochbershoft, drous im lond, wora fon da
monnsleit darrich die nocht in da felder om die shofe
heeda. Uff ae mohl, gons unbehoft, is en engel
kumma fom Haerrgott un hut sich tzu ihna g'schtellti.
Un en licht fom himmel hut es gons feld uffgeleicht, un
es is da monnsleit arrick bong werra!
Owwer die engel fom himmel hut shae tzu ihna
g' awt: "Seit gore nat bong! Ich hob guta neiichkaeta
fer eich, - neiichkaeta mit fiel fraeda fer all die leit in da
gon a welt! Heit, im alta Kaenich David seinra shtadt
Bedlahame, is der Heilond gebora fer eich all,-de;
Heilond Grishdus, eier Haerr. Ihr kent gae un's sehna
fer eich seiwert, denna waeg: Ihr kent es bayvi finna,
eigewickelt in longa glaeder un om shlofa imma fuderdrowg in'ra sheier."
Un uff ae mohl in all die engela im himmel bei
kumma, bi aile full engel a wor, un sie hen all mitnonner un er Haerrgott gelowbt un hen g'sunga: "Ehre
sei tzu Gott im aller haechshda! Un in da gonsa welt
unnich all da leit sei freeda!"
Wie die engela widder all fert wora, tzurick in der
himmel nei, hen die hofe-heeder tzu nonner g'sawt:
"M'r wulla all grawd nivver noch Bedlahame gae un des
ding ehna os g' haena i un os der Haerrgott un
wi a hut lu a ."
Un ie in ob, in g' hwind noch Bedlahame kumma
un hen die Maria un der Jo eph g'funna, un' bayvi os
om hlofa wor imma fuder-drowg. Wie ie de g'sehna
hen, hen ie all da leit fertzaelt wo die engel ihna
g' awt k'hotta hut fom bayvi. Yader 0 e k'haert
hut, hut ich mechdich er htound iwwer alles 0 die
hofe-heeder fertzaelt hen. Owwer die mutter Maria
hut gore nix g' awl.
ie hut aile tzurick k' halta deef
in ihrem hanz un hut fiel drivver gedenkt.
oh in die hofe-heeder widder fert hame, tzurick
noch ihrem feld, un der gon a waeg hame hen sie un er
Haerrgott gelowbt un dedonkt fer aile 0 ie g' ehna un
k' haert hen k'hotta, aile grawd 0 wie die engel g ' awt
hut.

-Iwwer elzl beim Btl ch Knibbel.
••••••••
Fi r t publi hed in T o wll alld COlllltry, Pennsburg , Pennsylvania,
iss ue of December 25, 1953.
Revised and printed aga in , December 24 , 1954 .

"Der Bu ch Knibbel"
[William J. Rupp]

Ursinu College Studie
at Kutztown Folk Fe ti al 1982
Each summer since 1974, rsinus College has offered Ie ture our e and emlnar on
topics which concern maUers Pennsyl ania German, including the unique opponunl!) !O
take college credit courses at the Kutztown Folk Fe ti al. In June and Jul su hour e
will once again be available to stu dents of rsi nu s College and other olleges and !O other
who are interested in subjects offered. This is pan of a larger ummer hool Program at
Ursinus.
PE NSYLVANIA GERMAN STUDIES PRO GRA

S

ER 19 2

SESSION B
June 11 !O July I
PGP 211 . Penn sy lfawni sch Deitsch: The Di alect
A study of the dialect language of the Pennsyl ania Germans.
variations. Three hours per day. Three sem ester hours.

SESSION C
PGP 212. P ennsylfawni ch Deitsch:
Continuation of course 211 .

YDER

Basics of the oral language and its written

July 5 to 23
Dialect

Three hours per day .

PENNSYLVANIA GERMA

9 - II :30 am
DR .

9 - II :30 am
DR . S YDER

Three semester hours.

STUDIES PROGRAM SEMI ARS

Topics on the li fe , culture, cwtoms and valu es of th e Pennsylvania Germans.
speclaJ ls15 . Research and fol k cultural Interviews. panels or workshops .

IndiVidual tOPICS supc-rvued and duccted by rcsurchc:r professors and

ONE CREDIT SEMINAR :
SEMINAR AT KUTZTOWN FOLK FESTIVAL :
PGP 431. SEMINAR: Pa. Deitsch in Sprichwerdta

July 5 - 9, 1982
9 - II :30 am
MARIE K. GRAEFF

Familiar sayi ngs and aphorisms in popular speech as expressed in everyday terms. [mages and companson
along with explanations of the words themselves in the regional tongue . Citations from familiar references One
semester hour credit.

THREE CREDIT SEMINAR
SEMINAR AT URSINUS COLLEGE:
PGP 421,422,423. SEMINAR: Literature of the Pennsylvania Germans

July 12 - 30, 1982
9 - II :30 am
DR. PARSONS

An overview of the type and style of prose and poetry of the Pennsylvania Dutch in dialect and translation .
Similarities in form and substance between Pfllizer and Penna . writers of yesterday and today.
Part

I:

Media and form; bibliography .

Part II:

Holidays in Literature of Penna. Dut ch

Part 1Il:

"Die Haemet" in Dia lect Poetry .

Nota Bene:

This Seminar has a modular scheduling format, i.e., each week can be taken
separately or as part of the whole . PGP 421 , 422, 423 counts one, two or
three credits in mix and match schedule. Just make certain to register for
what you wish to take.

For further information on the courses, costs, arrangements and concerning
availability of other services related to the Summer School , send inquires to the Editor at his
Editorial Address, or to: Prof. Thomas E. Gallagher, Jr .
Corson Hall, Ursinus College
Collegeville, PA 19426

tJ July 3 ·4· 5 · 6 · 7 tJ

'----

'1' 8 · 9 ·1 0 ·11 1982 \fI
-

The Festival and its Sponsorship
The Kutztown Folk Festival is sponsored by the Pennsylvania Folklife Society, a
nonprofit educational corporation affiliated with URSINUS COLLEGE, Collegeville, Pennsylvania. The Society's purposes a 're threefold: First, the demonstrating
and displaying of the lore and folkways of the Pennsylvania Dutch through the
annual Kutztown Folk Festival; second, the collecting, studying, archiving and
publishing the lore of the Dutch Country and Pennsylvania through the publication of PENNSYLVANIA FOLKLIFE Magazine; and third, using the proceeds
for scholarships and general educational purposes at URSINUS COLLEGE.

FOR THE FOLK FESTIVAL BROCHURE WRITE TO:

Pennsylvania folklife Society
College Blvd. & Vine, Kutztown, Pa.19.530

